
Denyse Landry is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 
 
Topic: Board of Directors 
Time: Dec 17, 2020 04:30 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) 
 
Join Zoom Meeting 
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88903028552?pwd=eE1SMytqVGo3ZXJ4TkxWanNxSjUxdz09  
 
Meeting ID: 889 0302 8552 
Passcode: 970312 
One tap mobile 
+16475580588,,88903028552#,,,,,,0#,,970312# Canada 
+17789072071,,88903028552#,,,,,,0#,,970312# Canada 
 
Dial by your location 
        +1 647 558 0588 Canada 
        +1 778 907 2071 Canada 
        +1 204 272 7920 Canada 
        +1 438 809 7799 Canada 
        +1 587 328 1099 Canada 
        +1 647 374 4685 Canada 
Meeting ID: 889 0302 8552 
Passcode: 970312 
Find your local number: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/keiq9IAf6c  
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Board of Directors 
Thursday, December 17, 2020

5:00pm
via Zoom 

A. Administration Pages:
1. Call to Order, Land Acknowledgement and Chair's Opening Remarks

~ Chair's letter regarding Schedule 6 3 - 4
2. Approval of Agenda
3. Disclosure of Conflict of Interest
4. Delegations

~ Ian Boland, City of Peterborough, re: Peterborough Watershed Plan 5 - 19
5. 2020-064  Minutes of the Board of Directors Meeting held November 19, 2020 20 - 24
6. Business Arising from the Minutes

B. Reports for Approval
1. 2020-065  Approval of the 2021 Operating & Captial Budget and Levy 25 - 28
2. 2020-066 Watershed Management & Conservation Lands Programs Records Retention 
Schedules 29 - 32
3. 2020-067 Climate Change Strategy Implementation Plan 33 - 37

C. Reports for Information
1. 2020-068 CAO/ Secretary-Treasurer Monthly Activity Report 38 - 40
2. 2020-069 Update on Otonabee Conservation Implementation of Conservation Ontario's 
Client Services & Streamlining Initiative 41 - 77
3. 2020-070 Amendments to the Conservation Authorities Act 78 - 85

D. Correspondence & Media Coverage
1. 2020-071 Correspondence 86 - 102
2. 2020-072  Media Coverage & Highlights 103 - 107

E. Open forum

F. Future Meetings
Conservation Ontario - December 14th, 2020
Board of Directors - Annual General Meeting - January 21, 2021
Otonabee-Peterborough Source Protection Authority - February 18, 2021

Adjournment

AGENDA



 
Chairs Comments 
 
Our CAO Dan has provided a through recap of the final shape of schedule six in Bill 229. He has 
outlined the key and extensive activities the Authority will need to undertake to comply with the 
legislation. 
 
As outlined in his report, the government did make amendments from the original schedule six 
tabled November 6. The changes did address some of the governance and enforcement concerns 
discussed at our last meeting and subsequently enunciated by AMO.  
 
Changes made to provisions impacting our ability to protect people, property and the 
environment however did not address our concerns and in some cases further erodes our 
authority to act. 
 
The passing of schedule six fundamentally changes the role of Conservation Authorities in some 
key ways. 
 

• There are now a number of means in which a section 28 permit decision relating to 
natural hazards (i.e. flooding) can be set aside including: 

o The issuance of an MZO 
o New authority that allows the minister to restrict the Authority from acting on a  

application and replacing it with his own ministerial permit 
o The ability for the Minister to review a permit decision by the authority and to 

either set it aside or alter its conditions 
• Consistent with previously announced changes that the review of planning decisions in 

respect of conformity to the PPS, Growth plan and natural heritage will not be considered 
mandatory responsibilities, the new provisions of schedule 6 further erode our ability to 
protect the environmental integrity of our region. These include: 

o Eliminating the ability of the Authority to appeal a planning decision made by a 
municipality that is considered in conflict with the PPS, growth plan or natural 
heritage system. 

o Eliminating the ability to appeal a municipal planning decision that adversely 
affects our conservation lands (details to be confirmed) 

o Providing the government additional powers to limit the fees used to support our 
plan review activity. This could impact our ability to complete our review 
function even where a member municipality may wish us to continue to carry out 
this service as a non mandatory service.   

• The remaining governance changes allow the minister to intervene in the internal 
governance matters of an Authority and directly or indirectly mandate specific decisions 
of boards. Key changes include 

o The minister has the ability to order an authority to do anything to prevent or 
remedy what the Minister believes is non-compliance with the act 

o The minister has the authority to appoint an administrator to replace a board and 
provide his/her direction as to the actions they wish the administrator to take. 
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o The minister has the right to intervene on internal governance matters including 
appointing certain members to the board and shaping eligibility for executive 
positions  

o The concept of minimum qualifications for board members is set aside 
 
Essentially the government has avoided a debate as to whether the provisions contained in the 
PPS, growth plan and other land use plans strike the appropriate balance between development 
and protection and has given itself the authority to arbitrarily decide such matters. 
 
The extent to which the government uses its new provisions will determine the practical impact 
of Schedule 6 on our ability to protect people, property and the environment however it would be 
naive to think a government would legislate itself authority it doesn’t intend to use. 
 
In addition to the actions suggested by the CAO, I would recommend the board consider the 
following additional actions: 
 

• Draft a letter to the Minister, copied to our MPPs, that outlines our disappointment in 
Schedule Six, the reasons why, and urge the government not to proclaim its provisions 
until consultation with Conservation Authorities takes place 

• Issue a public statement expressing our concerns as outlined in the letter  
• Hold a public information session for area municipalities and developers to review the 

impact of changes made in Schedule 6 
• Instruct the CAO to maintain a record of all permit requests mandated by an MZO, 

altered by a review request to the minister and/or replaced with a ministerial order and to 
report quarterly to the board. 

 
I look forward to our discussion. 
 
Andy 
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Peterborough 
Watershed 
Plan

ORCA Board Meeting
December 17, 2020
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What is Watershed Planning?

“Planning that provides a framework for establishing goals, 
objectives, and direction for the protection of water resources, the 
management of human activities, land, water, aquatic life, and 
resources within a watershed and for the assessment of 
cumulative, cross-jurisdictional, and cross-watershed impacts.” 

Growth Plan, 2017
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Why is the City creating a Watershed Plan?
• Recognizing that watersheds are the most important scale for protecting the quality and quantity of water, municipalities are

required to undertake watershed planning to inform the protection of water resource systems and decisions related to 

planning for growth. (A Place to Grow, 2020)

• Planning authorities shall protect, improve or restore the quality and quantity of water by: 

a) using the watershed as the ecologically meaningful scale for integrated and long-term planning, which can be a 

foundation for considering cumulative impacts of development . (Provincial Policy Statement, 2020)

• A sustainable environment is one that can meet the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 

generations to meet their own needs. Peterborough will ensure that development contributes to a more sustainable 

environment over the long term by:

iii. Identifying, protecting, restoring and enhancing natural heritage systems, functions and resources using a watershed 

approach. (Draft Peterborough Official Plan, 2019)
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How will a watershed plan impact the 
community?
• Create a vision, with a set of goals, objectives and direction or targets;

• Identify areas to be protected, enhanced and rehabilitated;

• Create or revise land-use and infrastructure policy 

• Create development and infrastructure guidelines; 

• Detail the requirements for ongoing monitoring and verification of defined 

targets; and

• Create relationships to further the local stewardship, education and 

outreach initiatives
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
for protecting water resources from land-use and climate change;for the protection and enhancement of the water resource system;a “how to” adhere to, implement and adapt the watershed plan and polices;focused on watershed protection and climate adaptation.



What is the watershed planning process?
Phase 1(a) - Watershed characterization and direction 

Phase 1(b) - Draft the vision, goals, and objectives

Phase 2 - Watershed planning elements and study components
• Water quantity and water budget
• Water quality
• Natural hazards
• Climate change
• Natural heritage
• Cumulative effects
• Land-use and management

Phase 3 – Plan development and 
implementation
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The Watershed Plan
Primary Plan Components:

• Key Next Steps
• Future Studies
• Policy, By-law and Design Standards
• Facilitator and Contributors
• Mechanisms for Implementation
• Development Requirements
• Cost
• Funding

• Timeframe
• Integration
• Prioritization
• Asset Management
• Operation and Maintenance
• Monitoring and Verification 

Requirements
• Recommendations
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Climate Change Adaptation
• Climate change and the impacts of severe weather events will be 

a priority consideration in all aspects of the watershed planning 
process.

• The protection and enhancement of our water resource system is 
vital to our regions ability to adapt to a changing climate.

• A key component of the study will be the assessment and 
development of infrastructure design guidelines that incorporate 
climate change adaptation using a risk based framework.

• Future climate scenario modeling will also be conducted to assess 
the impacts on the Groundwater System and Natural Heritage 
System.

Climate change 
pressures

Alterations to 
physical 

environment

Biological 
consequences
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Collaboration, engagement and 
communication

1. To provide key stakeholders, community organizations and 
the public with the opportunity to provide input and 
feedback to inform the Watershed Plan; and

2. To raise awareness regarding the development of the plan 
and the importance of watershed planning. 
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Watershed Planning is an important topic that requires transparent and meaningful stakeholder and community engagement. The engagement plan for this project has two principle goals:



Watershed Coordinating Committee (WCC)

• The Watershed Coordinating Committee serves as an avenue 
for collaboration on the development of a Watershed Plan.

• Comprised of planning authorities, the conservation authority 
and local First Nations within the subject watershed. 

• The WCC has a consultative role and serves as a means to 
better facilitate information sharing, input and dialogue. 
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Technical Working Group (TWG)

• The Technical Working Group serves as an opportunity to solicit 
direct feedback from local experts and ensure local research 
and knowledge is integrated into the Watershed Plan. 

• Comprised of representatives having technical expertise in 
water quality, hydrology and hydraulics, infrastructure, natural 
heritage, climate change, or other relevant disciplines.
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Work Completed to Date
• Draft Characterization Report, provides detailed documentation of 

existing information and data available in the project area.

• Through consultation with Stakeholders, First Nations and the Public, a 
project Vision was created, with Goals and Objectives.

• Additional technical analysis is complete or underway, including 
Water Quality Modeling, Natural Heritage System Analysis, Flood Risk 
Assessments, Groundwater Modeling and Analysis, Climate Change 
Assessments, and Land-use and Cumulative Impact Assessments. 
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Ongoing and Future Work 
• Complete all Phase 2 technical components.

• Draft Phase 3 components, including Watershed Plan Report
• Next steps
• Future studies
• Policy, by-law or design standard considerations
• Mechanisms for implementation
• Development requirements
• Cost and funding
• Integration and prioritization
• Operations and maintenance
• Monitoring and verification requirements
• Recommendations for Committees of Council

• Additional discussions and meetings with WCC and TWG

• Further Public Consultation on Draft Plan, including a second Stakeholder Workshop (virtual), and a second Public 
Information Session (virtual)

• Presentation and consultation with Peterborough Environmental Advisory Committee (PEAC)

• Revise plan based on additional consultation and present to Council for adoption and implementation
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Other Considerations
• While the Plan is led by the City, its creation and success has, and will rely heavily on 

ORCA’s work and expertise in Watershed Management.

• The PPS, Growth Plan and the Provinces Watershed Planning Guidance recommend 
Municipalities coordinate Watershed Planning across their boundaries. The Plan will 
be most successful if it is implemented by all neighboring Municipalities and the 
County.

• Additional consultation and refinement of the Plan may be required outside the City 
to ensure the Plan meets the needs and requirements in those areas.

• ORCA can lead the plan implementation outside the City and will be a key partner 
in all monitoring activities, education, and verification of the Plans targets. 
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Minutes of the Otonabee Region Conservation Authority Board of Directors meeting held Thursday, 
November 19, 2020 via video conference. 

Chair:   Andy Mitchell 
Vice Chair:  Sherry Senis 
Secretary-Treasurer:  Dan Marinigh 
  Present Absent 
Directors    
City of Kawartha Lakes   Tracy Richardson  X  
City of Peterborough  Diane Therrien X  
City of Peterborough  Kim Zippel X  
City of Peterborough  Gary Baldwin X  
Municipality of Trent Hills Michael Metcalf X  
Township of Asphodel-Norwood Paula Warr X  
Township of Cavan Monaghan Ryan Huntley X  
Township of Douro-Dummer Karl Moher X  
Township of Otonabee-South Monaghan        Joe Taylor X  
Township of Selwyn  Andy Mitchell X  
Township of Selwyn Sherry Senis X  

Staff 
   

CAO/ Secretary-Treasurer Dan Marinigh   
Manager, Corporate Services Denyse Landry   
Coordinator, Communications & Marketing 
Manager, Plan Review & Permitting Services 
Manager, Watershed Management Programs 

Karen Halley 
Jennifer Clinesmith 
Meredith Carter 
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A. Administration 

1. Call to Order, Land Acknowledgement and Chair’s Opening Remarks  

 The Chair called the meeting to order at 5:00 pm. 

2. Approval of Agenda 

The Chair requested an Agenda change to move item C(2) “Proposed Amendments to the 
Conservation Authorities Act to immediately follow item A(6) “Business Arising from the 
Minutes”.  There were no objections the proposed Agenda amendment.  

3. Disclosure of Conflict of Interest  

 None declared. 

4.  Delegations 

 There were no delegations. 

5.  2020-056: Minutes of the Board of Directors meeting held October 15, 2020. 

 Motion 064/20  Moved by Sherry Senis 
  Seconded by Karl Moher 

  Resolved, That the minutes of the Board of Directors of the Otonabee 
Region Conservation Authority meeting held October 15, 2020 be 
approved 

    Carried 

6. Business Arising from the Minutes 

 There was no business arising from the minutes. 
 
           Director Gary Baldwin arrived. 
C (2). 2020-061 Proposed Amendments to the Conservation Authorities Act   

Dan Marinigh presented this report.  Chair Mitchell provided comments on the changes then opened 
the floor for discussion. It was decided that correspondence be sent to the Minister of Natural 
Resources & Forestry and the Minister of the Environment, Conservation & Parks from the Authority 
Board outlining its concerns with the amendments. 

 Motion 065/20 Moved by Karl Moher 
  Seconded by Joe Taylor 

  Resolved, That correspondence be sent to the Minister of Natural 
Resources & Forestry and the Minister of the Environment, Conservation 
& Parks from the Authority Board outlining its concerns with the 
amendments. 

  Carried 
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Motion 066/20 Moved by Ryan Huntley 
  Seconded by Joe Taylor 

  Resolved, Report Number 2020-061 “Proposed Amendments to the 
Conservation Authorities Act” be received as information. 

  Carried 
 

B. Reports for Approval 

1. 2020-057: Updates to the Plan Review & Permitting Services Fee Policy & Schedule 

 Dan Marinigh presented this report. Jennifer Clinesmith provided information regarding the fees 
associated with severances.  

  Motion 067/20 Moved by Joe Taylor 
  Seconded by Paula Warr 

  Resolved, That Report Number 2020-057 “Updates to the Plan Review & 
Permitting Services Fee Policy and Schedule” be received, and 

  Resolved, That the Board approve the proposed changes to the Planning 
& Development Services Fee Policy & Schedule’ as of January 1, 2021, 
and, 

  Resolved, That staff be authorized and directed to do all things necessary 
to give effect to this resolution. 

  Carried  

     Director Zippel left the meeting. 

2. 2020-058:  Nominating Committee for 2021 

 Dan Marinigh presented this report.  

  Motion 068/20 Moved by Gary Baldwin 
  Seconded by Karl Moher 

  Resolved, That Board Report 2020-058 titled “Nominating Committee for 
202” be received for discussion; 

  Resolved, That the 2021 Nominating Committee be comprised of Director 
Taylor, Director Zippel and Director Richardson with Director Taylor being 
appointed the Chair of the Nominating Committee; and 

  Resolved, That staff be authorized and directed to do all things necessary 
to give effect to these resolutions. 

  Carried  
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3. 2020-059: Annual Meeting & 2021 Regular Meeting Dates 

 Dan Marinigh presented this report and informed Directors that the Annual General meeting will 
be held electronically and will begin at 7:00 pm on January 21, 2021. 

 Motion 069/20 Moved by Sherry Senis 
  Seconded by Gary Baldwin 

  Resolved, That Board Report Number 2020-059 titled “Annual Meeting 
and 2021 Regular Meeting Dates” be received; and 

  Resolved, That the Annual Meeting be held virtually on January 21, 2021; 
and 

  Resolved, That the regular meetings be held on the dates as 
recommended in this report; and 

  Resolved, That staff be authorized and directed to do all things necessary 
to give effect to these resolutions. 

  Carried  

 

C. Reports for Information 

1. 2020-060: CAO/Secretary-Treasurer Monthly Activity Report 

 Dan Marinigh presented this report.    

Motion 070/20 Moved by Karl Moher 
  Seconded by Joe Taylor 

  Resolved, That Report Numbers 2020-60 “CAO/Secretary-Treasurer 
Monthly Activity Report” be received as information. 

  Carried  

D.  Correspondence & Media Coverage 

1.  2020-062: Correspondence 

Dan Marinigh presented this report. 

2.  2020-063: Media Coverage & Highlights 

Dan Marinigh presented this report.  

Motion 071/20 Moved by Karl Moher 
  Seconded by Michael Metcalf 

  Resolved, That Report Numbers 2020-062 “Correspondence” and 2020-
063 “Media Coverage & Highlights” be received as information. 

  Carried  
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E.  Open Forum 

There were no items in Open Forum. 

 Motion 072/20 Moved by Paula Warr  
  Seconded by Sherry Senis 

  Resolved, That the meeting of the Otonabee Region Conservation 
Authority move into Closed Session. 

  Carried 
 
  
 Motion 073/20 Moved by Gary Baldwin 
  Seconded by Ryan Huntley 

 Resolved, That the meeting rise from closed session.  

 Carried 
 
 
As there was no further business, the meeting adjourned on motion by Director Richardson at 6:20         
pm.                       
    
 
 
                          
Chair or Vice Chair    Secretary-Treasurer 
 
/DL 
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TO:  Chair and Members of the Board  
 
FROM:  Dan Marinigh, CAO/Secretary-Treasurer 
 
MEETING DATE:  December 17, 2020 
 
SUBJECT:  Approval of the 2021 Operating & Capital Budget and Levy  
 
PURPOSE: 

The purpose of this report is to obtain Board approval of the 2021 Operating & Capital Budget and 
levy. 

RECOMMENDED MOTION: 

1) Resolved, That Report Number 2020-065 titled “Approval of the 2021 Operating & Capital 
Budget and Levy” be received; and 
 

2) Resolved, That the 2021 Operating & Capital Budget as presented in Appendix A to this report 
be approved; and 
 

3) Resolved, That an operating levy of $1,212,227, a capital levy of $103,000 and a special capital 
levy of $237,554 be approved, and 
 

4) Resolved, That a 1.0% cost of living increase to the salary schedule, effective January 1, 2021, be 
approved, and 
 

5) Resolved, That staff be authorized and directed to do all things necessary to give effect to these 
resolutions. 

BACKGROUND:     

At the October 15, 2020 regular Board meeting, the Board received the proposed 2021 Operating and 
Capital Budget and directed that: 

1. Notice of the proposed 2021 Operating and Capital Budget be given to member municipalities 
pursuant to the requirements of Ont. Reg. 139/96; and 

2. That the proposed 2021 Operating and Capital Budget be voted on at the next meeting of the 
Board following the 30 day notice period required under Ont. Reg. 139/96. 

Ont. Reg. 139/96 requires that member municipalities be given 30 days’ notice prior to the Board of 
the Authority voting on the levy. Further, the regulation requires that the notice be accompanied by 
sufficient information relied on in support of the levy.  
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The municipal levy is apportioned to member municipalities by using a modified current value 
assessment calculation. The modified current value assessment values are provided by the Ministry of 
the Environment, Conservation & Parks and is consistent with the requirements of Ont. Reg. 670/00. 

Annually the Operating Budget may also include a cost of living increase to the salary schedule. The 
Authority’s Employment policies state that “The CAO will review the salary grid annually to determine 
if a cost of living adjustment (COLA) is required. Subject to Board approval, the COLA will be equal to an 
increase in the Ontario Consumer Price Index (CPI) based on the 12 month average as of August 31st of 
the prior year and will be effective January 1 of the following year. The monthly average change in the 
Ontario Consumer Price Index (CPI) for the 12 month period ending August 31st was 0.1%.  

Approval of the budget and levy is by recorded weighted vote. 

DISCUSSION:  
The proposed 2021 Operating and Capital Budget is attached as Appendix A (link provided at end of the 
report).  

The 30 day notice of the proposed 2021 Operating and Capital Budget was sent to member 
municipalities on October 22, 2020. Presentations have been made to councils for the City of 
Peterborough and the Township of Douro Dummer. 

Overview: 

The 2021 preliminary performance objectives that were approved by the Board at the September 17, 
2020 regular meeting have been incorporated into the proposed Operating and Capital budget.  

A number of performance objectives are dependent on the receipt of grants from outside sources. The 
proposed budget assumes that the grants have been approved. In the event they are not, the projects 
will either not proceed or where possible proceed with a reduced project scope. The performance 
objectives subject to the receipt of a grant are noted in the budget document. 

The general operating, capital and special benefitting levies decreased from $15.64 to $15.18 per 
watershed resident. The proposed total assessed levy represents 44.5% the planned revenue in 2021 
as compared to 49.4% in 2020. 

Proposed Operating Budget: 

The proposed operating budget reflects the reduction in provincial grants made in 2019 and assumes 
that provincial grants will remain unchanged in 2021.  

Significant drivers affecting the proposed operating budget include: 

• Inflationary pressures estimated at 1.0% 
• Planned completion of seven flood plain mapping projects 
• Projected pandemic related impacts on campground related revenue 

Notable changes in expenditures and revenue from 2020 can be found in the attached budget 
document. 

The proposed operating budget includes a 3.7% or $100,744 decrease in expenditures for a total 
operating budget of $2,667,012.   
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The proposed operating budget includes a 1% cost of living adjustment to the salary schedule. This is 
greater than the 0.1% monthly average Ontario CPI increase for the 12-month period ending August 
31st, 2020.  

The proposed operating budget includes a 2.2% or $25,420 increase in the general operating levy and a 
draw on the General Reserve in the amount of $50,000. 

Proposed Capital Budget: 

The capital budget for 2021 proposes to invest $818,554 in tangible capital assets.  

Included in the capital budget is a proposal to levy member municipalities $340,556, a decrease of 
$46,506 or 12% from the previous year. The balance will be raised from grants and other sources. 

Proposed Levy: 

In 2021, the Authority proposes to assess a total levy in the amount of $1,552,783. This represents a 
decrease of $21,125 or 1.3% from the previous year. 

Risks & Limitations: 

A number of performance objectives are dependent on the receipt of grants from outside sources. The 
proposed budget assumes that the grants have been approved. In the event they are not, the projects 
will either not proceed or where possible proceed with a reduced project scope. The performance 
objectives subject to the receipt of a grant are noted in the budget document. 

The proposed operating budget does not include a contingency allocation to respond to unexpected 
expenses that may arise through the course of the year. Should such a situation arise, staff will first 
seek to pay for the expense with in-year savings and alternatively will seek Board approval to draw 
from the General Reserve. 

The proposed operating budget does not include an allocation for amortization costs or accrued 
liabilities. These are typically covered with year-end surpluses if available. 

Assessment of Potential Risk: 
(Required for all matters requiring Board decision/approval) 
 

Risks that would impact the successful achievement of the 
proposal & actions to mitigate the risk 

Likelihood 
High/Medium/Low 

Impact 
High/Medium/Low 

Shortfall in user fees revenues (plan review and permitting fees 
and day use and camping fees). The estimate of revenue from 
user fees is a conservative estimate based on year over year 
actuals and forecasted into 2019. The estimate reflects annual 
adjustments to fees and the year over year growth in the 
number of planning files and permit applications and visitation 
at campgrounds. 

Low Low 

Unsuccessful grant applications. Projects will not proceed or 
where possible will proceed with a revised reduced project 
scope. 

Medium Medium 

Cost overruns. The cost estimate of some capital projects are Low Low 
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based on our best estimate at this time and include a 
contingency. Should the tendered prices be higher than 
anticipated then lower priority projects will not proceed and 
resources will be re-directed to higher priority projects. 
Elimination or reduction in provincial grants. Any elimination or 
reduction in provincial grants will not likely be known until after 
the provincial budget has been tabled in the spring. Should this 
occur staff will prepare for Board approval a strategy to address 
the situation.  

Medium Medium 

Unexpected events with associated costs. Staff will first seek to 
pay for unexpected expenses from in-year savings and 
alternatively seek Board approval to draw from the General 
reserve. 

Low Low 

Contributes to the Advancement of the following Strategic Goals: 
☒Safeguard people and property from flooding and other natural hazards  
☒Contribute to the maintenance of a healthy and resilient natural environment 
☒Provide recreational opportunities in the natural environment 
☒Build awareness and understanding of the value of the natural environment 

 ☒Supports organizational excellence  
 
Budget and Financial Implications: 

☒Can be implemented within the approved budget 
☒Dependent on receipt of external sources of funding 
☐Will require an adjustment to the approved budget 

 
 
 

____________________ 
Prepared by:  Denyse Landry, Manager, Corporate Services 
 
 
 

________    _________________ 
Reviewed by:  Dan Marinigh, CAO/Secretary-Treasurer 
 
 
Attachments: Appendix A – 2021 Proposed Operating and Capital Budget 
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TO:  Chair and Members of the Board  
 
FROM:  Denyse Landry, Manager, Corporate Services 
 
MEETING DATE:  December 17, 2020                       
 
SUBJECT: Watershed Management and Conservation Lands Programs Records Retention 

Schedules                             

PURPOSE: 

The purpose of this report is to seek Board approval for amendments to the Authority’s Records 
Retention Schedule for Watershed Management and Conservation Lands Program records. 
 
RECOMMENDED MOTION: 

1) Resolved, That Report 2020-066 titled “Watershed Management and Conservation Lands 
Programs Records Retention Schedules”  be received; and 

2) Resolved, That the attached Watershed Management and Conservation Lands Programs 
Records Retention Schedules  be approved; and 

3) Resolved, That staff be authorized and directed to do all things necessary to give effect to these 
resolutions. 

 

BACKGROUND:  

The Authority’s Governance By-law that was adopted in 2018 speaks to the requirement of having a 
Records Retention Policy that is approved by the Board and refers to specific records that must be 
retained. The purpose of having a policy like this is to ensure that the Authority’s records are 
adequately protected and maintained and to ensure that records are disposed of at the appropriate 
time in keeping with regulatory requirements and Board approved records retention policies or 
schedules.  The new policy was approved in April of 2020.  Additionally, a Retention Schedule was 
approved by the Board for the Authority’s Corporate Services’ and the Plan Review and Permitting 
Services’ records.  
  
DISCUSSION:  

A review of the existing Records Retention Schedule for the Authority’s Watershed Management and 
Conservation Lands Programs’ records was undertaken and updated to reflect current records 
retention guidelines and are presented for review and approval. (Attachments A & B). 
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Assessment of Potential Risk: 
(Required for all matters requiring Board decision/approval) 
 

Risks that would impact the successful achievement of the 
proposal & actions to mitigate the risk 

Likelihood 
High/Medium/Low 

Impact 
High/Medium/Low 

None anticipated Low Low 
 
Contributes to the Advancement of the following Strategic Goals: 

☐Safeguard people and property from flooding and other natural hazards  
☐Contribute to the maintenance of a healthy and resilient natural environment 
☐Provide recreational opportunities in the natural environment 
☐Build awareness and understanding of the value of the natural environment 

 ☒Supports organizational excellence  
 
Budget and Financial Implications: 

☒Can be implemented within the approved budget 
☐Dependent on receipt of external sources of funding 
☐Will require an adjustment to the approved budget 

 
 
 

______________________________________ 
Prepared by:  Denyse Landry, Manager, Corporate Services 
 
 
 
 
 

________________________________________________ 
Reviewed by:  Dan Marinigh, CAO/Secretary-Treasurer 
 
Attachments: Appendix A – Watershed Management Retention Schedule 
  Appendix B – Conservation Lands Retention Schedule  
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Watershed Management Description
Total 

retention Remarks

Drinking Source Water Protection
Agendas, Minutes & Staff Reports records relating to the agendas, minutes and staff reports of SPA 

meetings P
Risk Management Office risk management plans, inspections, notices, notes, exemption letters, 

annual reports P
Threats records related to data collection, threat identification, enumeration, 

verification, reports and amendments
C+14

Correspondence & Media general correspondence, media releases, articles C+14
Education & Outreach records relating todevelop,ent, delivery and materials (fact sheets, 

brocchures etc)
C+14

Membership records relating to contact information, appointments of SPA 
members

T+6 T= termination of appointment 

Municipal Working Group meeting agendas, minutes and staff reports C+14
Technical Information records relating to technical information including reports, reviews, 

studies
C+14

Education
Education programs records pertaining to education programs including planning and 

delivering programs, presentations, reports C+6
Stewardship

Project Files records pertaining to stewardship projects including planting plans, 
reports, planning documents

P

Monitoring 

Monitoring Data records pertaining to monitoring data (eg PWQMN, PGMN, Benthics) P
Watershed Report Cards approved Watershed Report Cards and data used to generate P

Flood Forecasting & Warning records relating to the Flood Forecasting & Warning system  including 
data collection, reports,  snow surveys, media releases

P

Low Water Response records relating to the Low Water Response team including data 
collected, media releases, meeting agendas  and minutes, reports

P

Refer to remarks for definitions of the following:
C = Current Year
E = Event
S = Superseded
P = Permanent
T = Termination

Report #: 2020-066
Appendix A
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Conservation Lands Description
Total 

retention Remarks

Agreements, Contracts & Leases land use agreements, Agreement Forest, refer to Legal retention policy (varies on types)
Conservation Area Maintenance Inspection Records property inspections 20
Conservation Lands Tax Incentive Program maps, reports, assessment S 
Drinking Water System records purchase, repairs, maintenabce of drinking water systems S 
Emergency Plans for Conservation Areas and Campgrounds S 
Fee Schedules conservation area and camground fee schedules C+6
Forest Management hazard tree assessments, inventories timber harvesting C+6
Gravel Pit Aggregate Reports annual reports  regarding Otonabee Gravel Pit C+7
Ice management records relating to ice management data collection, reports P
Infrastructure Construction, Inspections, Maintenance, Repairs documents pertaining to construction & operation of  infrastructure T +20 T = disposal
Land acquisitions and disposals for all property owned E+6 refer to Legal retention policy
Managed Forest Tax  Incentive Program maps, reports, assessment S 
Management Statements, studies  Management statements for ORCA owned properties S 
MPAC Records records of property assessments C+6
Permits camping, hunting, day use C+6
Property Taxes Appeals to assessments on properties P refer to Legal retention policy
Tenders - successful Tender document submissions including date stamp E+6 refer to Legal retention policy
Tenders - unsuccessful Tender document submissions including date stamp E+2 refer to Legal retention policy
Visitor Statistics statistics regarding areas where visitors come from C+6

Refer to remarks for definitions of the following:
C = Current Year
E = Event
S = Superseded
P = Permanent
T = Termination

Report #: 2020-066
Appendix B

Page: 4
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Page: 1 

 
 
TO:  Chair and Members of the Board  
 
FROM:  Meredith Carter, Manager, Watershed Management Program  
 
MEETING DATE:  December 17, 2020                   
 
SUBJECT:   Climate Change Strategy Implementation Plan                          

PURPOSE: 

The purpose of this report is to seek Board approval for a Climate Change Strategy Implementation 
Plan.  

RECOMMENDED MOTION: 

1) Resolved, That Report 2020-067 titled “Climate Change Strategy Implementation Plan” be 
received; and 

2) Resolved, That the Climate Change Strategy Implementation Plan as presented be approved; 
and 

3) Resolved, That staff be authorized and directed to do all things necessary to give effect to these 
resolutions. 

BACKGROUND:     

The attached Climate Change Strategy Implementation Plan was developed in response to the 
feedback provided at the February 2020 meeting of the Board of Directors.  

DISCUSSION:  

The process for the development of this Climate Change Strategy Implementation Plan included the 
opportunity for review and comment by staff and the Board of Directors.   
 
Th Implementation Plan includes priorities, targets, and performance measures to direct 
implementation. Accomplishments will be tracked and reported annually to the Board through a staff 
report and to the community through the Annual Report. 
 
The Climate Change Strategy Implementation Plan is organized using the following categories: 

1. Educate 
2. Mitigate 
3. Adapt 
4. Implement  
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Upon approval by the Board, the strategy framework, objectives, actions and implementation plan will 
be aggregated into a document that includes contextual illustrative information about the likely local 
impacts of climate change and will be made available to the public in a variety of formats.   
 
ANALYSIS: 
  
Assessment of Potential Risk: 
(Required for all matters requiring Board decision/approval) 
 

Risks that would impact the successful achievement of the 
proposal & actions to mitigate the risk 

Likelihood 
High/Medium/Low 

Impact 
High/Medium/Low 

None anticipated Low Low 
 
Contributes to the Advancement of the following Strategic Goals: 

☐Safeguard people and property from flooding and other natural hazards  
☐Contribute to the maintenance of a healthy and resilient natural environment 
☐Provide recreational opportunities in the natural environment 
☐Build awareness and understanding of the value of the natural environment 

 ☒Supports organizational excellence  
 
Budget and Financial Implications: 

☐Can be implemented within the approved budget 
☒Dependent on receipt of external sources of funding 
☐Will require an adjustment to the approved budget 

 
 

__________________________________________ 
Prepared by:  Meredith Carter, Manager, Watershed Management Programs 
 
 

____________________________________ 
Reviewed by:  Dan Marinigh, CAO/Secretary-Treasurer 
 
Attachments: Appendix A: Climate Change Strategy Implementation Plan  
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DRAFT Otonabee Conservation Climate Change Strategy Implementation Plan 

Goal Objectives Actions Target Performance Measures 

Timing
Now-2021

Short-Term-2022
Long-Term-2024

Adopt a climate change lens when 
promoting programs and services of 
Otonabee Conservation 

1. Add Climate Change page to ORCA Website and maintain regularly 
2. Include Climate Change related info on Social Media Platforms 
3.Model Climate Change actions and behaviours 

1. Climate Change web page added content updated quarterly
2. Minimum of 4 social media posts annually related to Climate Change 
and involvement in CC related projects and activities
3. Model and promote actions and behaviours that demonstrate best 
practices in mitigation and adaptation to climate change impacts (e.g. 
installation of demonstration site elements at Admin Office and parks 
including selection of specific vegetation species that can now survive in 
this area as a result of a changing climate,  solar powered infrastructure, 
innovative storm water management, water conservation, composting, 
local purchasing, etc.)

Now

Include climate change related 
responsibilities in work plans and job 
descriptions

1. Review job descriptions and amend to include Climate Change related 
responsibilities
2. Include CC related activities in workplans

1. Job descriptions updated
2. Workplans include CC related activities Short-Term

Collaborate with others to advance climate 
change actions across all sectors of society

1. Otonabee Conservation is an active participant on Peterborough Public 
Health Climate Change and Health Advisory Group 
2. Otonabee Conservation is an active participant on City of Peterborough 
Watershed Planning Study 
3. Facilitate discussions with municipalities and others to share best 
practices and success stories related to implementing climate change 
strategies and measures to mitigate impacts.
4. Otonabee Conservation is an active participant in the City of 
Peterborough Stormwater Management Plan 
5. Otonabee Conservation is an active participant in the implementation 
of the City of Peterborough Community Climate Change Resiliency 
Strategy
6. Otonabee Conservation supports climate change initiatives and 
processes undertaken by partner municipalities

1. Participate in related meetings and activities and provide input as 
required to 5 CC related initiatives 

Now

Undertake climate change vulnerability 
assessments

1. Investigate options for undertaking climate change vulnerability 
assessments 

1. Identify preferred approach for climate change vulnerability 
assessment
2. Completion status

Short-Term

Utilize monitoring data to create 
information about climate change impacts 
on the watershed 

1. Continue with data collection programs 
2. Enhance ability to manage and share data
3. Identify linkages between monitoring data and climate change impacts 

1. Completion status
2. Completion status
3. Completion status Short-Term

Incorporate climate change messaging into 
Otonabee Conservation's education  
programs 

1. Incorporate Climate Change messaging into Envirothon, Yellow Fish 
Road, Spring Water Awareness Program, Discovery Days, Peterborough 
Children's Water Festival Activity and other experiential education 
programs; 
2. Develop public information products related to climate change impacts 
(i.e. videos about flood preparedness)

1. CC info added to education program materials
2. Develop 1 public info product 

Now

Ed
uc

at
e

Increase the broader 
watershed 

community's 
understanding of the 
leadership role the 

Authority plays on the 
climate change 

agenda

Increase the broader 
watershed 

community's 
understanding of the 

impacts to the 
watershed's natural 
environment from 

climate change
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Goal Objectives Actions Targets Performance Measures Priority 

Reduce carbon emissions and fuel usage by 
keeping the ORCA fleet in good running 
condition with regular maintenance and 
service

1. Schedule regular vehicle maintenance 
2. Complete repairs as required
3. Establish policy that ORCA owned vehicles can not idle for more than 1 
minute (as per City of Peterborough of Idling By-Law) 

1. Completion status
2. Completion status
3. Completion status

Now

Consider electric or hybrid options when 
replacing vehicles

1. Include criteria for low fuel consumption/electric/hybrid vehicles in 
procurement process for new vehicles
2. Install EV charging stations at Admin Office, Campgrounds

1. Procurement process for vehicles updated to include electric/hybrid 
vehicles
2. Completion status

Long-Term

Increase use of alternatives to travel, (i.e. 
conference calls, carpooling, 
telecommuting)

1. Upgrade info technology to facilitate remote work, and promote 
paperless/digital processes 
2. Update policies to facilitate remote work/meetings

1. completion status
2. completion status

Now

Review conservation area land 
management and operations through a 
climate change lens and implement best 
practices 

1. Incorporate Climate Change considerations into Conservation Land 
Management and Operating Plans 

1. CC added to CA Lands Program and Management Statements 
2. Recycling programs implemented at campgrounds (including propane 
cylinders)
3. Updated maintenance activities developed and implemented (eco-
friendly cleaning products, electric/battery powered equipment, more 
habitat less lawn)
5. Carbon sequestration through forest management plan
6. Promote alternatives to bottled water at campgrounds, and work 
towards providing alternative water sources at WCCA
7. Maintain existing solar power infrastructure 

Short-Term

Undertake audits of facilities/operations 
and implement recommendations with new 
builds or when retrofitting existing 
infrastructure  (i.e.energy audits, waste 
audits, ISO 14001, installation of energy 
efficient lighting, cooling, heating systems, 
windows, plumbing, appliances, etc.) 

1. Complete energy and waste audits for operations and facilities, 
prioritize recommendations for implementation
2. Adopt energy efficient design principles for any building renovation or 
replacement (i.e. LEED Certification)  

1. Audits completed and priority recommendations implemented
2. Adopt efficient design principles for building renovation or 
replacement

Now

Increase carbon 
sequestration

Undertake/facilitate tree planting projects 1. Ensure CA Lands are actively managed to maintain a healthy forest
2. Implement tree planting activities  

1. Maintain and implement a forest management plan for CA lands
 2. Complete tree planting activities

Long-Term

M
iti

ga
te

Reduce carbon 
emissions from 

authority operations
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Goals Objectives Action Targets Performance Measures Priority 
Undertake a review of all Authority policies, 
strategies and program and service 
descriptions to integrate and include 
climate adaptation  

1. Initiate policy review process to identify opportunities to integrate 
climate change adaptation (e.g. climate friendly procurement policy, 
checklist, etc.)
2. Initiate program/services review to identify to integrate climate change 
adaption

1. Policy review completed
2. Program/service review completed 

Now

Support local municipalities in the 
development of climate change 
considerations in official plans and other 
land use planning policies and documents

1. Review Official Plan Updates, Land Use Planning policies and 
documents, and include climate change considerations in comments 

1. CC comments included in reviews and responses related to land use 
planning Short-Term

Continue to advocate for the development 
of floodplain mapping guidelines that 
include climate change considerations 

1. Quantify future impacts of CC on floodplain mapping 1. Incorporate info into review/decision making 

Long-Term

Promote the implementation of low impact 
development (LID) and other techniques to 
reduce the impacts of impervious surface 
areas and improve the capture of rainfall

1. Investigate partnership opportunities with municipalities and other 
partners to implement projects designed to reduce volume of water 
entering watercourses and SWM facilities during rainfall events to 
prevent flooding
2. Investigate partnership opportunities with municipalities to require 
pre/post development water balance and site level swm
3. Collaborate with municipalities to develop design criteria to capture 
and control specific water volume and implement through LID 

1. Monitor effectiveness of completed projects to reduce flooding
2. Track pre/post development water balance and site level SWM 
implementation
3. Track number of LID projects completed 

Long-Term

Work with local municipalities to update 
design criteria for stormwater management 
facilities and infrastructure (bridges and 
culverts) to accommodate conveyance of 
runoff from storm events 

1. Participate in development of appropriate design criteria for culverts, 
bridges, stormwater management ponds and other infrastructure to 
reflect climate change impacts from runoff and extreme weather events
2. Collaborate with municipalities to establish new IDF curves that reflect 
future climate change impacts

1. New design criteria developed
2. New IDF curves developed that reflect future CC impacts

Short-Term

Goals Objectives Action Targets Performance Measures Priority 
Establish and periodically assess and update 
our carbon impact

1. Calculate carbon footprint
2. Calculate impacts of actions to quantify reduction 

1. Complete calculation
2. Complete calculation and complete periodic report no less frequent 
then biannually 

Short-Term

Review climate change strategy annually to 
ensure it remains current and relevant, and 
ensure targets are measurable to facilitate 
annual reporting  and tracking of progress 
toward implementation, and effectiveness 
of actions

1. Complete annual review and update of CC Action Plan
2. Include Climate Change in updated Strategic Plan 
3. Develop targets and milestones to facilitate implementation
4. Report Annually

1. Completion status
2. Completion status
3. Completion status
4. Completion status Now

Ad
ap

t

Include climate 
change 

considerations in 
policy and program 
development and 
implementation

Enhance local 
capacity to withstand 

the impacts of 
flooding from storm 
events of increasing 

frequency and 
intensity

Im
pl

em
en

t

Implement Climate 
Change Strategy and 

Track Progress 
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TO:  Chair and Members of the Board  
 
FROM:  Dan Marinigh, CAO/Secretary-Treasurer 
 
MEETING DATE:  December 17, 2020 
 
SUBJECT:  CAO/Secretary-Treasurer Monthly Activity Report 

PURPOSE: 

The purpose of this report is to enhance communications from the office of the CAO/Secretary-
Treasurer to the Board. 

RECOMMENDED MOTION: 

1) Resolved, That Board Report Number 2020-068 titled “CAO/Secretary-Treasurer Monthly 
Activity Report” be received as information. 

MEETINGS & CONTACTS:    

Internal: 

• Semi-weekly call with Managers 
• Weekly call with Chair & Vice-Chair 
• Monthly staff call 

Member Municipalities: 

• Asphodel Norwood – development proposal 

Conservation Authorities: 

• Eastern Ontario CAO/GM bi-weekly calls 
• Conservation Ontario CAO/GM call re. proposed legislative amendments 
• Greater Golden Horseshoe CA Collaborative – quarterly meeting 

Other: 

• Adam Scott High School Youth Leadership in Sustainability class – talk on proposed legislative 
amendments 

• Greater Peterborough Chamber of Commerce – Annual General Meeting  
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UPDATES:  

Conservation Ontario Advocacy: 

Conservation Ontario undertakes advocacy work on behalf of all 36 conservations authorities. In the 
last month they have collected input and commented on the following provincial proposals: 

• ERO #019-2636 - “A proposal under the Endangered Species Act to enable use of the Species at 
Risk Conservation Fund and to streamline authorizations for certain activities that impact 
species at risk, while maintaining protections for species at risk”  

• ERO #019-2377 - “Proposed Project List for comprehensive environmental assessments under 
the Environmental Assessment Act (EAA)” 

Proposed Amendments to the Conservation Authorities Act: 

Included in Bill 229, Protect, Support and Recover from COVID-19 Act (Budget Measures), 2020 were 
proposed amendments to the Conservation Authorities Act. The bill has now received Royal Assent. An 
updated list of amendments is provided in a separate report to the Board. 

COVID-19: 

The administration office continues to be closed to the public. Plan review, permitting and Drinking 
Water Source Protection RMO services continue to be delivered remotely and electronically. Field 
inspections are occurring. Campgrounds are closed for the season and conservation areas are being 
monitored.  

FUTURE ITEMS: 

Upcoming Board Items: 

• Annual elections and annual resolutions. 

Upcoming Dates of Interest: 

• January 21st - Annual meeting 
• February 18th – regular Board meeting 

ANALYSIS: 

Contributes to the Advancement of the following Strategic Goals: 
☐Safeguard people and property from flooding and other natural hazards  
☐Contribute to the maintenance of a healthy and resilient natural environment 
☐Provide recreational opportunities in the natural environment 
☐Build awareness and understanding of the value of the natural environment 
☒Supports organizational excellence 
 

Budget and Financial Implications: 
☒Can be implemented within the approved budget 
☐Dependent on receipt of external sources of funding 
☐Will require an adjustment to the approved budget 
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_________________ 
Prepared by: Dan Marinigh, CAO/Secretary-Treasurer 
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TO:  Chair and Members of the Board  
 
FROM:  Jennifer Clinesmith, Manager, Plan Review and Permitting Services 
 
MEETING DATE:  December 17, 2020 
 
SUBJECT: Update on Otonabee Conservation Implementation of Conservation Ontario 

Client Services and Streamlining Initiative  

PURPOSE: 

The purpose of this report is to update the Board of the efforts of Otonabee Conservation to bring the 
authority practices into alignment with Conservation Ontario’s (CO) Client Service and Streamlining 
Initiative. 

RECOMMENDED MOTION: 

1) Resolved, That Report Number 2020-069 titled “Update on Otonabee Conservation 
Implementation of Conservation Ontario Client Services and Streamlining Initiative” be received 
for information. 

BACKGROUND:     

An early stated goal of the current provincial government was to increase the supply of housing in 
Ontario. One method identified by the Province to provide this increase in supply is through the 
streamlining of the development approvals process. In response to this government priority, 
Conservation Ontario has undertaken a number of actions to ensure that Conservation Authority 
activities are aligned with this stated objective. 
 
At the April 18, 2019 Board meeting, the Directors endorsed CO Council’s approval of the Client Service 
and Streamlining Initiative. This initiative is centered around three main themes: 

1. Improve Client Service and Accountability while protecting public health and safety, and, the 
environment. 

2. Increase Speed of Approvals while protecting public health and safety, and, the environment. 
3. Reduce Red tape and Regulatory burden while protecting public health and safety, and, the 

environment. 

Since the spring of 2019, CO has developed five (5) guidance documents for CA planning and 
permitting program areas: 

1. Client Service Standards for Conservation Authority Plan and Permit Review; 
2. Guideline for CA Fee Administration Policies for Plan Review and Permitting;  
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3. CA Municipality MOU Template for Planning and Development Reviews; 
4. Annual Reporting Timelines Template; and,  
5. Draft Guidance for Conservation Authority Pre-Consultation. 

All five of these documents were circulated to external stakeholders and comments were received 
from Association of Municipalities of Ontario (AMO), Residential Construction Council of Ontario 
(RESCON) and the Ontario Homebuilders Association (OHBA) or will be.  
 
As part of this initiative, CO developed a checklist of client service best management practices that 
should be implemented by CAs. The checklist for CA jurisdictions for high growth areas were to be 
publicly available by August of 2019. Otonabee Conservation was identified as a medium growth CA 
and therefore completion of the checklist did not have a firm implementation date. However, to 
ensure that the practices of Otonabee Conservation continue to embrace CA best practices, a review of 
the checklist items was undertaken and summarized in an August 2019 Board Report.  
 
 
DISCUSSION: 

Client Service Standards Checklist 

The chart below lists checklist requirements identified in the CO document ‘Client Service Standards 
for Conservation Authority Plan and Permit Review’. Many of the items on the checklist were already 
being done by Otonabee Conservation; the remainder will be implemented in early 2021. 
The checklist is to be made publicly available as are all of the items on the checklist. 
 
 

Checklist Requirement Did Otonabee 
Conservation 
already have 
this? 

What is the Status? 

CA-Municipal MOUs  
 

Yes 
 

Update of MOUs to continue – some 
municipalities have indicated a desire to wait 
until provincial regulations regarding this item 
are available. Current MOUs do not have an 
expiration date so continue to be in effect. 

CA plan review and regulations 
approval policies, procedures and 
guidelines  

Yes 
 

Currently available on the Otonabee 
Conservation website. 

CA complete checklist for planning 
applications 

No Existing checklist for permitting to be modified 
for planning applications and implemented 
January 2021 

CA complete application requirements 
for S. 28 permit applications 

 

Yes 
 

Currently available in the ‘Permit Application 
Package’. Formal complete application 
process to be implemented in January 2021 

CA fee policies and fee schedules for 
planning and permit applications 

Yes 
 

Existing policy and fee schedule document is 
publicly available. Document will be updated 
when provincial regulations are released 
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CA Client Service 
Standards/Commitment Policy 
 

Yes Otonabee Conservation currently has an 
organization-wide policy, which will be 
reviewed in the first quarter of 2021. See 
below for proposed supplemental interim 
client service commitments. 

CA online screening maps  Mapping showing 
regulated areas is 
currently 
provided to 
member 
municipalities for 
their respective 
GIS systems 

Online screening maps will be made available 
on the Otonabee Conservation website in 
January 2021. 

CA annual report on review timelines  No Monthly, quarterly and annual are being 
developed and will begin implementation in 
January 2021. 

 
Supplemental Interim Client Service Commitments: 

As noted in the chart above, Otonabee Conservation has an organization-wide Customer Service Policy 
that will be reviewed in the first quarter of 2021. To align with the spirit of the CO guidelines and the 
sample Client Service Delivery Charter for CA plan review and permitting functions, the following 
additional interim client service commitments will be adopted by Plan Review and Permitting Services 
staff until the organization-wide review is completed. 
 
We will: 

• Identify a ‘Client Service Facilitator’ for issues management. This staff member will be the 
Manager, Plan Review and Permitting Services  

• Explain our processes 
• Keep customers informed of timelines and explain if there will be a delay 
• Post notice of service disruptions on our website and telephone system 
• Use plain language wherever possible, and provide more detail or explanation when asked 
• Post screening tools on line including CA regulated screening maps, policies, procedures, 

guidelines, technical checklist for planning applications, complete application for S.28 permit 
applications, fee policies and schedules, client service standards, etc. 

• Create a Plan Review and Permitting Services-specific client survey available through our 
website to allow clients to submit feedback and report on received feedback annually via our 
website 

 
CA Permitting Timelines 

The CO ‘Client Service Standards for Conservation Authority Plan and Permit Review’ also outlined 
updated and shorter timelines from the previous Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry ‘Policies 
and Procedures for Conservation Authority Plan Review and Permitting Activities’ timelines. The table 
below identifies updated timelines for each application process step and Otonabee Conservation 
implementation actions taken.  
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These new timelines will be put in place in January 2021. Performance will be reported annually.  
 

Application Process Step CO Timeline and Requirements Implementation Plan 
Notification of complete 
application requirements for 
the purpose of the permit 
application by the CA, start 
of “paper trail” 
documentation, and 
discussion of timelines and 
fees - Pre-consultation 

• Major permit applications: within 14 
days of the pre-consultation meeting 

• Minor permit applications: within 7 
days of the pre-consultation meeting. 

This will include confirmation of whether 
the application is considered major or 
minor, if the applicant has provided 
adequate information (including the scale 
and the scope of the work) for the CA to 
make that determination. Some CAs may 
choose to only notify applications where 
the application is determined to be major.  

Complete application 
requirements are typically 
provided as part of pre-
consultations. Procedures to 
formalize this process have 
been developed and will 
commence in January 2021. 

Notification whether the 
permit application is 
considered complete (i.e. it 
has met submission 
requirements) for the 
purpose of CA review. 

• Major permit applications: within 21 
days of the application being 
received. 

• Minor permit applications: within 14 
days (previously 21 days) of the 
application being received. Some CAs 
may choose to only notify applicants 
where the applications is determined 
to be major. This eliminates 
unnecessary paperwork for minor 
applications while the process moves 
seamlessly to a decision. 

• Note that a CA may choose to issue a 
permit prior to the end of the 21-day 
period. In that case, no notification of 
complete application would be 
received. 

• Note that if the application is 
incomplete, the decision timeline 
does not begin. 

Otonabee Conservation has 
not typically undertaken a 
complete application review 
as minor permits are typically 
issued within 21 days of being 
received. In order to 
harmonize with the planning 
process, a process has been 
established to provide notice 
of complete application on 
both minor and major 
applications beginning in 
January 2021. This will be a 
new change for applicants. 
Communication materials will 
be developed. 

Decision (recommendation 
to approve or refer to a 
hearing) – Major application 

• Within 28 days (previously 90 days) 
after a complete application is 
received. 

• Within 30 additional business days 
upon each re-submission. 

For applications that require 
the review of two or more 
technical reports, meeting this 
timeline will be a challenge. 
Meeting permitting timelines 
may negatively affect plan 
review timelines. Additional 
resources may be required. 
Staff will monitor. 

Decision (recommendation 
to approve or refer to a 
hearing) – Minor application 

• Within 21 days (previously 30 days) 
after a complete application is 
received. 

Traditionally, minor permit 
applications with complete 
information have been issued 
in 21 days or less. Only minor 
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• 15 additional days upon each re-
submission 

process refinements are 
required. 

Decision (recommendation 
to approve or refer to a 
hearing) – Routine 
application 

• Within 14 days (previously 30 days) 
after a complete application is 
received. 

• 7 additional days upon each re-
submission. 

Routine applications are 
currently issued on the spot.  

Many of the best practices articulated within the three above-mentioned CO reports are already part 
of Otonabee Conservation’s current practices as they relate to planning and permitting. The remaining 
items will be implemented in early 2021. While it is anticipated that most changes can be implemented 
with the existing staff complement, staff will monitor the impact of meeting the outlined timelines on 
existing resources and the timeliness of plan review services. 

ANALYSIS: 

 
Contributes to the Advancement of the following Strategic Goals: 

☒Safeguard people and property from flooding and other natural hazards  
☒Contribute to the maintenance of a healthy and resilient natural environment 
☐Provide recreational opportunities in the natural environment 
☐Build awareness and understanding of the value of the natural environment 

 ☐Supports organizational excellence  
 
Budget and Financial Implications: 

☒Can be implemented within the approved budget 
☐Dependent on receipt of external sources of funding 
☐Will require an adjustment to the approved budget 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Prepared by:  Jennifer Clinesmith, Manager, Plan Review and Permitting Services 
 

 
Reviewed by:  Dan Marinigh, CAO/Secretary-Treasurer 
 
Attachments  Appendix A – ‘Client Service Standards for Conservation Authority Plan and 

Permit Review’ 
   Appendix B – Customer Service Policy 
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Background  
In April 2019, Conservation Ontario (CO) Council endorsed the CO Client Service and 

Streamlining Initiative. This initiative identifies actions to be taken by CAs, in order to help the 

Province achieve its objective of increasing housing supply while protecting public health and 

safety, and the environment. CO developed three documents to support the initiative:  

1. CA-Municipality MOU Template for Planning and Development Reviews; 

2. Guideline for Client Service Standards for Conservation Authority Plan and Permit 

Review; and  

3. Guideline for CA Fee Administration Policies for Plan Review and Permitting. 

It is important to note that a number of CAs already have comprehensive service delivery 

standards, MOUs, and fee structures and associated fee policies/guidelines in place. The 2019 

CO documents supplement existing CA documents to support the Province’s objective as noted 

above.  

CO used existing CA resources to form a guideline that includes best practices for client service 

standards. The CO guideline includes several best practices to assist CAs and applicants through 

the CA approval process. Local CA client service procedures and policies should be consistent 

with this CO guideline. The costs associated with implementing the best practices and 

performance evaluation and reporting described in the guideline can be recovered through CA 

fees.  

This document was developed by CO staff with input from the Conservation Ontario Timely 

Reviews and Approvals Taskforce. The draft document was circulated to all conservation 

authority CAOs/GMs, as well as forwarded to CA Planning and Regulations contacts for their 

review and feedback. Conservation Ontario also hosted a Multi-Stakeholder Process Flow 

Workshop in April, which identified a number of best practices.  Comments received from CA 

feedback and the Multi-Stakeholder Process Flow Workshop were incorporated into an update 

to this draft guidelines, which was circulated to a number of external stakeholders for their 

review and feedback. This final version incorporates the advice received from those stakeholders 

as well.  
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Conservation Authority Roles and Activities 
The role of the CA in plan input and review (i.e. Planning), and in permit review (i.e. Permitting) 

is summarized below. 

Planning – Plan Input and Review 

The CA is involved in the review of planning applications under the Planning Act in five ways: as 

an agency with provincially delegated responsibility for the natural hazard policies of the 

Provincial Policy Statement (PPS); as a municipal technical advisor; as a public body under 

various regulations made under the Planning Act; as a watershed-based resource management 

agency and as landowners. 

● The CA is delegated responsibility under the Provincial One Window Planning System for 

Natural Hazards. CAs review municipal policy documents and development applications 

under the Planning Act and ensure they are consistent with the natural hazard policies 

of the PPS. This delegated provincial responsibility is also typically included in local CA-

Municipal Memorandum of Understandings (MOUs) for municipal plan review. In this 

delegated role, Conservation Authorities represent the “Provincial Interest” in planning 

exercises with respect to natural hazards. 

● The CA may also provide technical advice to municipalities for planning applications 

through service agreements or MOUs. In this capacity, CA staff may provide technical 

input on potential environmental impacts and how impacts can be avoided or 

minimized. Comments may apply to a range of matters according to the MOU including, 

but not limited to: natural hazards, natural heritage, water quality and quantity, 

stormwater management, and other Provincial Plans such as the Oak Ridges Moraine 

Conservation Plan, Niagara Escarpment Plan, Greenbelt Plan, Growth Plan for the 

Greater Golden Horseshoe; certain policies referred to in the Lake Simcoe Protection 

Act, Great Lakes Protection Act, and Clean Water Act; as well as local Official Plan policy 

and zoning by-law implementation. 

● Planning Act Regulations require municipalities to give notice to CAs regarding changes 
to policy documents such as Official Plans and Zoning By-laws and planning applications, 
such as plans of subdivision. 

● The CA provides additional comments related to local watershed management as a 
watershed-based resource management agency. 

●  CAs are also landowners, and as such, may become involved in the planning and 

development process either as a proponent or in a third-party capacity as an adjacent 

landowner.  

Generally municipalities act as planning approval authorities and are responsible for the 

planning process. It is recognized that the CA may not have a role in all Planning Act 

applications, but for purposes of this guideline and the identification of best practices, it is 

assumed that there is a review role for the CA. A summary of the roles of CAs in plan review is 

included below in Table 1.  
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Table 1: CA Roles in Plan Review 

 
Role 

 

 
Type of Role 

 
Required, 
Through 

Agreement or 
Voluntary 

 
Representing 

 
Result 

Regulatory 
Agency (S. 28 of 
the Conservation 
Authorities Act) 

Decision Making Required Provincial 
Interests 

CA responsible 
for decision 

Delegated 
“Provincial 
Interest” 

Review/ 
Commenting 

Required Provincial 
Interest 

Comments must 
be considered by 

municipality 

Public Bodies Review/ 
Commenting 

All Authority 
Interests 

Comments 
should be 

considered by 
municipality 

Service Provider Service Through 
Agreement 

Terms of 
Agreement 

(MOU) 

Dependent upon 
terms of the 
agreement 

Landowners Review/ 
Commenting / 

Proponents 

Voluntary Authority 
Interests 

Comments may 
be considered by 
the municipality 

 

Permitting – Permit Review 

The CA issues permits under Section 28 of the Conservation Authorities Act. Section 28 allows 

the CA to regulate development and activities in or adjacent to river or stream valleys, 

shorelines of the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence River system and inland lakes, watercourses, 

hazardous lands (e.g. unstable soil, bedrock, and slopes), wetlands and other areas around 

wetlands. Development taking place on these lands may require permission from the CA to 

confirm that the control of flooding, erosion, dynamic beaches, pollution or the conservation of 

land are not affected.  

The CA also regulates the straightening, changing, diverting or interfering in any way with the 

existing channel of a river, creek, stream, and watercourse or for changing or interfering in any 

way with a wetland.  

Upon proclamation of the new S. 28 under the Conservation Authorities Act, the CA would also 

consider whether the activity is likely to create conditions or circumstances that, in the event of 

a natural hazard, might jeopardize the health or safety of persons or result in the damage or 

destruction of property.  
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As CAs are responsible for the review of S. 28 permit applications, they have greater control 

over the timeliness of approvals as compared to their role in plan input and review.  

Guideline: Client Service Standards for Plan and Permit Review 
This guideline, on client service standards for plan and permit review, is divided into the 

following key matters that support process streamlining, efficiency and transparency: 

 Online decision support tools  

 Application management and review 

 Level of service 

 Performance evaluation and reporting. 

In addition to the above, Appendix A includes an example “general complete application 

submission for S. 28 permit applications”, with important footnotes. Appendix B includes an 

example CA client service delivery charter, which could be modified further for the local 

planning and permit review program. 

1. Online Decision Support Tools 

 

 

In April 2019 Conservation Ontario Council endorsed the Service Delivery and Streamlining Initiative which 

included a commitment to implement a consistent client-centric CA review and approval process checklist 

that provides transparency of process and rules. The checklist is to be completed and publicly accessible 

by August for CA jurisdictions with high growth areas. The checklist includes:  

  i. Having publicly accessible agreements and policies that guide reviews and decision making, including: 

i. CA/Municipal MOUs or Technical Service Agreements, 
ii. CA plan review and regulation approvals policies/guidelines  

iii. CA Complete application requirements 
iv. CA Fee schedules and/or policies 
v. CA Client Service Standards Commitment/Policy [including for example, timelines and 

identification of a senior CA staff contact serving as a ‘client service facilitator’ for plan review 
and/or permit applications issue management]  

 

ii. CA Online screening maps  

iii. CA Annual report on review timelines 

Regardless of the growth pressures experienced in their watershed, all CAs are encouraged to implement 

the client-centric CA review and approval process checklist as soon as possible.  
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The CA should ensure that these decision support tools are available to the public on the CA 

website and at the CA office. These tools and documents include: 

 Online screening maps  

 CA-Municipal MOU or technical service agreements  

 CA plan review and regulation approvals policies, procedures and guidelines  

 CA technical checklist for planning applications 

 CA complete application requirements for S. 28 permit applications  

 CA fee policies and schedules for planning and permit applications 

 CA Client Service Standards Commitment/Policy. 

1.1 Online screening maps 

Planning applications are typically examined by CA planners and water resources engineers and 

may be reviewed by other technical staff such as hydrogeologists, geotechnical engineers, 

ecologists, etc. Critical advice is provided using the best available, most up to date science and 

information.  

It is important to recognize that mapping can be updated for various reasons, for example, site-

specific studies or new and updated guidelines will influence the mapping.  In the “Made-in-

Ontario Environment Plan”, the Province has also identified the need to support environmental 

planning and to update natural hazard technical guidelines to reflect climate change.  

Online screening maps allow clients to efficiently screen development projects, while also 

supporting transparency and public access to essential information. The following best 

practices can help manage online screening maps, with a priority placed on the CA regulated 

area screening map: 

 The CA will ensure that a CA board approved screening map for the CA regulated area is 

available to watershed municipalities and the public.  

 The screening map will allow for users to view the CA regulated area as a separate data 

layer [map showing the overall CA S. 28 Regulation Limit].  

 The CA regulated area maps should be updated per the “Procedure for Updating Section 

28 Mapping: Development, Interference with Wetlands and Alterations to Shorelines 

and Watercourses Regulations”, endorsed by Conservation Ontario Council April, 2018 

 The CA regulated area maps should be updated on an annual basis (at minimum) for 

housekeeping changes; and from time to time to maintain accuracy, for example when 

new provincial technical guidelines are available.  

 The updated map will be approved by the CA board in a timely fashion, prior to making 

it available to the public. 

 The CA should ensure accurate reporting of mapping updates, public consultation (to 

provide information and receive comments), and notification to the Ministry of Natural 

Resources and Forestry (MNRF) per the “Procedure for Updating Section 28 Mapping: 

Development, Interference with Wetlands and Alterations to Shorelines and 
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Watercourses Regulations”, endorsed by Conservation Ontario Council April, 2018.  The 

CA will notify the public of changes to mapped regulated areas. 

 The CA regulated area screening map should be searchable by municipal address.   

 The applicable criteria for the CA regulated area map, for example provincial technical 

guidelines, could be made available on the CA website if the guideline is a public 

document. If the guideline is not made public, then the CA will provide general contact 

information such that the user can request further information from the organization 

that issued the guideline.  

 The CA will have an agreement that includes a clear disclaimer statement for users of 

the available map layers. The agreement should appear on top of the map layer such 

that the user must click “Accept” before being able to view the map layer. See the 

Example Disclaimer Introduction box below, which as a best practice can be inserted at 

the beginning of the disclaimer statement for improved clarity. Note the following 

important matters regarding click-wrap and data sharing agreements: 

o There may be general clauses in the disclaimer that apply to all CAs, but the 

dataset-specific inclusions will vary from region to region depending on the 

source of the data, who owns the Intellectual Property (IP), and other variables. 

This variation will apply to each unique layer that the CA includes in their web 

mapping application. 

o Data layers such as natural feature mapping etc. are typically obtained from 

external sources; therefore diligence is required while displaying these. Add links 

to where additional data may be obtained beyond CA regulated area mapping 

such as Natural Heritage Information Centre (NHIC) etc. for wetland data, Areas 

of Natural and Scientific Interest (ANSI) etc. 

o Conservation authorities have access to the Assessment Parcel layer as sub-

licensees through the Ontario Parcel Alliance (OPA), which is administered by the 

Province of Ontario through Land Information Ontario (LIO).  The OPA is an 

agreement between the Province, Municipal Property Assessment Corporation 

(MPAC) and Teranet and sets out specific requirements that need to be met 

before parcel data can be used on a web mapping application.  A schedule needs 

to be completed and signed and the CA has to display certain language in their 

application as a condition of use.   

o Orthophotography comes to Conservation Authorities from a variety of sources – 

one of which is municipal partners.  Each of these would come with their own 

specific agreement that would include various rights and obligations.  Provincial 

acquisitions (like SWOOP, SCOOP, FRI and DRAPE), for example, stipulate that 

these images cannot be displayed on public facing web mapping applications 

under any circumstances within a two-year period following their capture.  After 

that, they can be used with acknowledgment of the Crown copyright, etc. 
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o It would be a best practice for CAs to strive toward making their data available 

for direct download.  An open data licence can help protect against legal action. 

This licence should be made available on the website and easily accessible by the 

public.  

 At the discretion of the CA, other information layers may also be provided, for example: 

floodlines, wetlands, parcel boundaries, source protection areas, intake protection 

zones, wellhead protection areas, etc. The CA must ensure that relevant best practices 

are followed for all displayed layers. 

 Mapping that informs plan review and technical services can be very complicated, and 

the services provided by the CA vary depending on the MOU with each municipality. CA 

websites and fee schedules should include plain language descriptions of the types of 

services and mapping provided by the CA. 

Example Introduction for Disclaimer for Regulated Area Mapping 

The mapping is for information screening purposes only, and shows the approximate 

regulation limits. The text of Ontario Regulation [Specific Reg. Number] supersedes the 

mapping as represented by this data layer. This mapping is subject to change. A site specific 

determination may be made by the [Name of Conservation Authority]. 

This layer is the approximate limit for areas regulated under Ontario Regulation [Specific 

Reg. Number] – [Name of Conservation Authority]: Development, Interference with 

Wetlands and Alterations to Shorelines and Watercourses, which came into effect [Date]. 

The Development, Interference with Wetlands and Alterations to Shorelines and 

Watercourses Regulation affects what and where a Conservation Authority can regulate. 

Specifically, this regulation allows the Conservation Authority to:  

1) Prohibit, regulate or provide permission for development if the control of flooding, 

erosion, dynamic beaches, pollution or the conservation of land may be affected by 

the development. 

2) Prohibit, regulate or provide permission for straightening, changing, diverting or 

interfering in any way with the existing channel of a river, creek, stream, 

watercourse or changing or interfering with a wetland.   

 

1.2 Other relevant documents 

As a best practice, the CA will post relevant decision support tools and documents on the CA 

website. CA-Municipal MOUs or technical service agreements will be posted on CA websites to 

allow the public to understand how the CA works with local municipalities for plan review and 

technical services.  In addition, CA websites will include other decision support tools such as: CA 

plan review policies/guidelines; CA Act regulation approvals policies/guidelines; CA technical 

checklist for planning applications; and CA complete application requirements and checklists for 
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S. 28 permit applications. CA fee policies and schedules and the CA Client Service Standards 

Commitment/Policy will also be publically available on the CA website. 

The costs associated with implementing the best practices can be recovered through CA fees. 

2. Application Management and Review 

2.1 Application Management 

The following are best practices to ensure that applications are managed efficiently: 

 The CA will implement an internal application tracking system to support efficiency and 

transparency. Applications are prioritized based on a few factors such as the order in 

which they are submitted, the complexity, and whether the permit applications are 

complete or resubmissions. Planning applications may be prioritized based on 

discussions with and in agreement with the municipality.  

 The CA will identify a senior CA staff member as a one point contact to be the ‘client 

service facilitator’ for issues management around plan review and/or permit 

applications. The senior CA staff person working in this capacity should participate in 

regular meetings with the development community in the CA watershed. 

 The CA will prioritize S. 28 permit applications for emergency works to respond to 

circumstances that pose a risk to life and/or property. The CA will note this in the local 

CA-Municipal MOU. 

Each application differs on specifics of the project, location, and the nature, scale and scope of 

the proposed development. Applications also may have various supporting technical studies. 

The different types of applications that are received by the CA may include, for example:  

 Planning Act Applications (Official Plan Amendments, Zoning By-law Amendments, 

Minor Variances, Plans of Subdivision and Condominium, Site Plan Control, etc.) 

 Permissions under S. 28 of the CA Act (soil placement/ re-grading, industrial 

development, construction of homes, relocations of watercourses, construction of 

accessory structures such as sheds, etc.).  

Developments may undergo both planning and permitting review from the CA. Although there 

is a need to ensure that Planning Act applications are coordinated with S. 28 permit 

applications, these are two distinct application processes. Planning Act applications have to 

meet tests under the Planning Act, Provincial Policy Statement, Official Plans and any applicable 

provincial plan, whereas S. 28 applications have to meet the requirements of the CA Act and 

individual CA S. 28 regulations. 

The emphasis should be on land use planning first, which must take into account the same land 

use constraints that CAs regulate through their S.28 regulations. Involvement of the CA in the 

planning process supports good land use planning, which in turn helps to avoid situations 

where an application is approved under the Planning Act that cannot be approved under S.28 

of the CA Act.  
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2.2 Application Categories 

2.2.1 Plan Input and Review Activities under the Planning Act 

Municipalities circulate the following types of planning documents and applications made 

under the Planning Act to the CA:  

● Official plans and plan amendments

● Zoning by-laws and amendments, holding by-laws and interim control by-laws

● Plans of subdivision or condominium

● Site plan control

● Consents/Land Division

● Minor variances

2.2.1a Plan Input

Under the CO/MNRF/MMAH MOU on CA Delegated Responsibilities, CAs have responsibility for 

representing the “Provincial Interest” for natural hazard policies (s. 3.1) of the Provincial Policy 

Statement, 2014 (PPS) under the Planning Act. The MOU with the Province commits CAs to 

review policy documents and development proposals processed under the Planning Act. CAs 

also have a commenting role in approval of new or amended ‘Special Policy Areas’ for flood 

plains under Section 3.1.3 of the PPS, where such designations are feasible.  

Many CAs enter into technical service agreements or MOUs with municipalities for plan input 

advisory services. As a best practice, the CA-Municipal MOU should mutually establish service 

standards which should include the timelines for circulation and review of planning documents. 

Refer to the CO template for CA-Municipal MOU.  

2.2.1b Plan Review  

Some applications require significant CA staff involvement for review. These may include highly 

complex projects requiring technical review and comprehensive analysis, or smaller, site 

specific applications with complex technical reviews. Some applications involve large 

developments with significant natural hazards, environmental impacts, or multiple approvals. 

Generally, these include Plans of Subdivision and Condominium, and complex Site Plan Control 

applications often coupled with Official Plan or Zoning By-law amendments.  

Some projects have less of an environmental impact than major projects. They could require 

scoped technical studies. These projects typically have a lower level of hazard risk. Based on the 

proximity of the project to regulated areas, these planning applications are reviewed by CA staff 

and generally require standard recommendations to the municipality.  

The CA determines the fees for each planning application in accordance with approved fee 

schedules. The fee schedules are based on the complexity of the application and technical 

review required, which influences the staff time and resources needed for the review.  

Certain activities proposed under planning applications may also trigger the need for a CA Act S. 

28 permit (see below). 
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2.2.2 Permit Application Streams 

This CO guideline defines permit applications as “major”, “minor” or “routine”, to support the 

streamlining of the application review process. This is aligned with or exceeds the standards of 

the “Policies and Procedures for Conservation Authority Plan Review and Permitting Activities”, 

published by the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry in 2010. 

It is recognized that many CAs divide permit applications into more streams than the three 

described in this guideline, for example: minor, standard/routine, complex, compliance (where 

works have been undertaken or is in process of being undertaken without prior approval from 

the CA), restoration (where works have been undertaken that do not comply with the CA S. 28 

policies and procedures, and restoration/remediation measures are required), etc.  

It is also recognized that some CAs divide permit applications into different streams for the 

purpose of determining appropriate fees, or separately for the purpose of determining the 

permit decision timeline.  

In the CA service standards, as a best practice, the CA should clearly define and distinguish 

streams that are for determining fees and streams that are for determining permit decision 

timelines. As well, for the purpose of determining permit decision timelines, the applications 

should be categorized into the three main streams of: major, minor and routine permit 

applications. This supports an easier understanding by the public and streamlining of the 

process. 

 Major applications for S. 28 permits require significant staff involvement. They could be

highly complex projects, for example, large subdivisions requiring technical review

supported by comprehensive analysis, or smaller scale site specific applications that

require complex technical reviews. The proposals may involve developments with

significant natural hazards, environmental impacts, or multiple approval processes

requirements. Generally, these would include Plans of Subdivision and Condominium,

large Site Plan Control applications, and major infrastructure development. Major

applications could also include those where works have been undertaken, or are in

process of being undertaken, without prior approval from the CA; and those where

works have been undertaken that do not comply with the CA S. 28 policies and

restoration/remediation measures are required.

 Permit applications for development projects could be considered minor in nature due

to the project size, level of risk, location, and/or other factors. These have minor

impacts on the control of flooding, erosion, dynamic beaches, pollution or the

conservation of land. Based on the proximity of the project to the hazard, the minor

permit applications are reviewed by CA staff and generally require standard

recommendations or conditions. Minor permit applications could be those involving, for

example, minor fill; minor development; and minor site alteration where there is a high

degree of certainty that issues associated with natural hazards are minimal.
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 Routine permit applications are activities that are documented through another

approval process or are determined to have limited impacts on the control of flooding,

erosion, dynamic beaches, pollution or the conservation of land. Routine permit

applications could be those involving, Standard Compliance Requirements under the

Drainage Act and Conservation Authorities Act Protocol and non-habitable buildings and

structures that are less than 10 m2 in size.

Upon proclamation of the new S. 28 under the Conservation Authorities Act, the CA would also 

consider whether the activity is likely to create conditions or circumstances that, in the event of 

a natural hazard, might jeopardize the health or safety of persons or result in the damage or 

destruction of property. 

2.3 Pre-consultation 

2.3.1 Integrated Pre-consultation for Planning Applications 

Generally municipalities act as planning approval authorities and are responsible for the 

planning process, including pre-consultation under the Planning Act. As CAs have a provincially 

delegated responsibility related to S. 3.1 of the PPS, it is important that CAs get circulated 

applications well in advance of review deadlines to ensure that natural hazard matters are 

addressed.  

Therefore, integrated pre-consultation with the Planning Approval Authority is a best 

practice, best achieved through the CA-Municipal MOU by including provisions to involve the 

CA in pre-consultation and associated meetings on Planning Act applications. This supports 

clarity and certainty on the extent of the CA review and responsibilities under the Planning Act, 

and also under S. 28 of the CA Act. For complex projects, it is recommended that other relevant 

approval agencies, such as the Ministry of Transportation, participate in the integrated pre-

consultation with the planning approval authority (see example of collaborative and efficient 

planning in text box below). For less complex planning applications, pre-consultation could be 

conducted through phone calls, emails, and a review of online screening maps.  

As a best practice, the CA should ensure that the comments provided as part of the pre-

consultation are included in the municipal record. For complex projects, the initial pre-

consultation meeting should include a discussion of major milestones with projected timelines, 

as well as a commitment to ongoing discussion throughout the process. As a best practice¸ the 

CA will document any follow-up technical meetings with the applicant and provide them with a 

copy to ensure clarity (including information related to projected timelines, process, checklists 

etc.). This will help to streamline the process for both the applicant and the CA.  

The CA will work with municipalities and other agencies to ensure the pre-consultation 

processes are effective in specifying the application requirements, encouraging quality 

submissions, and meeting circulation timelines. Other best practices that support streamlined 

planning processes include allowing a CA to pre-screen natural hazard technical studies from an 

application prior to a municipality deeming it complete, including CA technical checklists as part 
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of complete application requirements found within a municipality’s Official Plan, establishment 

of clear submission guidelines, etc. For very complex projects, a CA may consider the use of a 

design charrettes involving all parties, which is an expanded and more intense version of a pre-

consultation. Design charrettes can be quite successful when appropriate ground rules are 

established and sufficient information about the application and the site is available prior to the 

meeting.  

It is recognized that substantial changes to a proposal or new information from a site visit after 

pre-consultation may warrant further pre-consultation and/or changes to the CA technical 

checklist for studies. 

Example of Collaborative and Efficient Planning 

The North Bay Mattawa Conservation Authority (NBMCA) participates on a Development 
Application Review Team (DART) with the City of North Bay.  All the departments of the City are 
represented (including legal, tax department and economic development), as well as outside 
agencies: NBMCA, North Bay Hydro, and the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and 
Parks.  Applicants present their projects to the group and get one set of comments from the 
planning staff, in an effective and time efficient process. Read more at:   
https://www.cityofnorthbay.ca/business/business-development-process/ 

2.3.2 Pre-consultation for Permit Applications 

Pre-consultation provides an opportunity for the CA and applicant to discuss the proposal; for 

the CA to determine whether the application is major or minor; and to notify the applicant of 

complete application requirements for CA review of the application. However, as mentioned 

earlier, as CAs are responsible for the review of S. 28 permit applications, they have greater 

control over the timeliness of approvals.  

Applicants are strongly encouraged to engage in pre-consultation with the CA prior to 

submitting an application. It is the applicant’s responsibility to ensure an appropriate level of 

pre-consultation has occurred to avoid unnecessary delays in the review of their application. 

Standard application review periods assume that pre-consultation has been conducted and that 

the application meets the requirements as outlined in the CA S.28 permit review guidelines. 

The CA should ensure that staff resources are provided to offer timely pre-consultation 

opportunities. A best practice for CAs is to ensure that the landowner or authorized agent is 

included in pre-consultation meetings or at a minimum receives correspondence regarding 

their application.  This ensures clear communication with the agent/consultant, landowner and 

CA. At the pre-consultation meeting, the CA should review the technical checklist with the 

applicant to identify the appropriate studies/technical information for the proposal.  
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CAs are responsible for the review of S. 28 permit applications, including arranging pre-

consultation meetings, site visits, permit decision timelines, etc.  As per the “Policies and 

Procedures for Conservation Authority Plan Review and Permitting Activities”, published by the 

Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry in 2010 the CA will determine whether the permit 

application is major or minor and outline any outstanding information requirements within 21 

days of the pre-consultation meeting, as indicated in Table 2. It is recognized that substantial 

changes to a proposal or new information from a site visit after pre-consultation may warrant 

further pre-consultation and/or changes to the CA complete application requirements.  

Often times because of the level of pre-consultation undertaken prior to submission of an 

application, the CA moves seamlessly towards processing the application and issuing the 

permit. CAs may choose to only notify applicants where the application is determined to be 

major (for the purpose of permit decision timelines), or the application is incomplete within 21 

days. There is no need to notify an applicant that the application is complete if the permission 

can be issued prior to end of the 21 day period.   

As a best practice, the CA should document and track comments provided during the pre-

consultation and thereafter. A paper trail of the meeting and details should be provided to the 

applicant to ensure everything is clear from the onset (expectations, process, checklists etc.) to 

streamline the process for both the applicant and the CA.     

2.4 Application Submission Quality 

Applicant requirements will be scoped based on the complexity of the project. For applications 

requiring technical studies, applicants are strongly encouraged to ensure that these studies are 

properly scoped through pre-consultation before planning and permit applications are 

submitted.  Specific guidance in this regard will need to be sought from CA staff. Properly 

developed technical studies will support timely review by the CA. Guidelines for review 

timelines cannot be adhered to when submissions are incomplete and information is received 

in an uncoordinated fashion.  

Technical submissions by the applicant must meet good practice and industry standards to 

minimize resubmissions and avoid unnecessary delay. As a best practice CAs should consider 

requiring the applicant, as part of the covering letter, to have a professional confirm that an 

application is complete. Ultimately, quality control is the responsibility of the applicant, to 

ensure studies are consistent and properly referenced (e.g. location, city). 

2.4.1 Planning Application Submissions 

The commitment to review timelines assumes that application submissions are complete. Some 

Official Plans stipulate the complete application requirements. Planning applications will be 

deemed complete by the municipality, not by the CA, however consultation with CA staff 

before deeming an application complete is a best practice when the CA will be reviewing 

technical studies and/or plans in support of an application submission.  
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As a best practice, the CA should work with the municipality to get CA technical checklists 

included as part of complete application requirements in municipal Official Plans. Therefore 

municipalities would inform the applicant about the CA technical checklists as part of municipal 

complete application requirements.   

The CA could request the municipality to require the applicant to include a sign off sheet with 

the technical work to confirm that the work meets good practice and acceptable, current 

industry standards for technical studies and was completed by persons with relevant 

qualifications and experience. This best practice may help ensure adequate quality of technical 

studies, which supports CA review.    

During the review of the application, CA staff may request additional information if it has been 

determined that the application does not contain sufficient and/or good quality technical 

analysis. Note that reviews may be done by “peer reviewers” as well as CA staff.  Delays in 

timelines for decision making may  occur  due  to  requests  for  additional  information  to  

address  errors  or  gaps  in  information  submitted for  review. 

2.4.2 Permit Application Submissions 

Upon receipt of an application, CA staff will review the application requirements for the specific 

project. Within 21 business days of receipt of a permit application, the CA will either issue the 

permit or for more complex projects, notify the applicant in writing whether the application has 

been deemed complete or not, as indicated in Table 2.  In order to make the determination of a 

complete application the CA checks if the application meets submission requirements. The 

complete application determination does not mean that the application meets all of the tests of 

the S. 28 regulation. A general list of recommended requirements for a complete application for 

S. 28 permits is provided in Appendix A. 

The CA could require the applicant to include a sign off sheet with the technical work to confirm 

that the work meets good practice and acceptable, current industry standards for technical 

studies and was completed by persons with relevant qualifications and experience. This best 

practice may help ensure adequate quality of technical studies, which supports CA review. 

If the applicant disagrees with the complete application decision the applicant may contact the 

senior CA staff serving as a ‘client service facilitator’ for applications issue management first. If 

not satisfied, the applicant can request an administrative review by the CA Chief Administrative 

Officer/General Manager and then if not satisfied, the CA Board.  The review will be limited to a 

complete application policy review, and will not include review of the technical merits of the 

application.  During this review, this list of required information will be assessed and a 

determination will be made.  

During the review of the application, CA staff may request additional information if it has been 

deemed that the application does not contain sufficient technical analysis. Delays in timelines 

for  decision making  may  occur  due  to  requests  for  additional  information  to  address  

errors  or  gaps  in  information  submitted for  review. A S. 28 permit application may be put in 
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abeyance or returned to the applicant, pending the receipt of further information leading to a 

re-submission.  If necessary, this could be confirmed between both parties in correspondence 

or in an email or as a signed “Agreement to Defer Decision”, to clarify mutually agreeable tasks 

and timelines, and avoid premature refusals of permits due to inadequate information.  

2.5 Re-submission 

Amendments to previous submissions or additional information such as technical analysis 

required as a result of the review process or site investigation may affect the application review 

timelines. Re-submissions are different between plan review and permitting.  As CAs manage 

the S. 28 permitting process, there are best practices that CAs can use to ensure better quality 

submissions that help streamline the process.  

Some best practices are summarized below. 

 When a planning or permit application is determined to be incomplete, the CA will

provide a document containing a detailed list of information needed. The applicant

must describe how each item is addressed in a covering letter upon re-submission, to

indicate that all of the deficiencies have been addressed and itemized. This will help

expedite the subsequent review process.

 Meeting with CA staff to go over substantial changes to an application is a positive step,

and can speed up review times.

 If a resubmission also modifies other areas of a report or plans that affect an area of

interest to the CA, it is a best practice for an applicant or consultant to identify these

new changes as well.

 Some CAs have introduced a graduated fee structure to encourage better re-

submissions.

 The CA may choose to adopt a ‘start and stop’ best practice, whereby the decision

timeline for a permit application is stopped - until a re-submission is made.

Re-submissions affect the Level of Service timelines for permit decisions. Re-submissions that 

are the result of insufficient studies/submissions may be subject to additional fees, which 

should be clearly laid out in the CA board approved fee schedule.  

Re-submissions can be minimized through: pre-consultation, and meeting the CA complete 

submission requirements - for S. 28 permit applications; and meeting the municipal complete 

application requirements as well as the CA technical checklist for planning applications. This 

message should be reiterated to applicants at the pre-consultation stage.  

The costs associated with implementing the best practices can be recovered through CA fees. 
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3. Level of Service
CAs are committed to meeting timelines for development applications, and meeting service 

standards. The key steps that form the cornerstone of an efficient and effective CA review 

process are provided in Table 2 below. 

Table 2: Steps to an Efficient and Effective Conservation Authority Review Process 

Planning Act Application S. 28 Permit Application 

Pre-consultation Integrated pre-consultation with 
the Planning Approval Authority 

Pre-consultation with the 
applicant 

Application 
circulation/submission 

Consultation with CA staff prior 
to municipality deeming 
applications complete. 
Complete circulation of the 
planning application, including 
the necessary technical reports 
and plans by the municipality to 
the CA well in advance of the CA 
review deadline set by the 
municipality.  

Consultation with CA staff before 
deeming an application complete 
is a best practice when the CA 
will be reviewing technical 
studies and/or plans in support of 
an application submission 

Complete submission of the S. 
28 application, including the 
necessary technical reports. 

Quality of submission Good-quality applications including submission of all components, 
such as technical studies, requested during pre-consultation. 

An overarching best practice is preparing a schedule, and taking a project management 

approach where both sides commit to meeting the schedule. It is very important to note that 

as CAs are responsible for the review of S. 28 permit applications; they have greater control 

over the timeliness of approvals. This critical matter is elaborated upon in the sections below. 

3.1 Planning Applications Timelines 

Decision making timelines for municipal planning are set out in the Planning Act. It is important 

to note that each municipality has its own planning process; therefore, the standardization of 

CA comment timelines for all planning applications is not a straightforward matter. 

As a best practice, the CA-Municipal MOU should mutually establish service standards which 

should include the timelines for circulation and review of planning applications. Refer to the CO 

template for CA-Municipal MOU. There may be some modification to these review timelines for 
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individual applications with discussion and agreement amongst the applicant, municipal and CA 

staff during the pre-consultation stage and provided that the requirements of the Planning Act 

are met.  

To achieve a streamlined approval process, the CA relies heavily on each municipality to 

include the CA in pre-consultation meetings, consult with the CA prior to deeming 

applications complete; and to circulate the planning application, technical reports and plans 

well in advance of the CA review deadline set by the municipality. This, along with the CA 

participation during pre-consultation and the applicant meeting the CA technical checklist with 

good quality studies, is vital to the CA meeting level of service timelines for planning 

applications.  

Other best practices for CAs are to ensure that front line staff are trained to understand the 

tight planning turnaround times and the importance of good information and data 

management. 

3.2 Permit Applications Timelines 

Service standards for Section 28 permit applications are specified by the Ministry of Natural 

Resources and Forestry (MNRF) in the “Policies and Procedures for Conservation Authority Plan 

Review and Permitting Activities (2010)”. This CO guideline suggests three additional best 

practices based on practical input from CAs. These details are summarized below, and shown in 

Table 3.  

As a best practice, the CA will make every effort to be consistent with the timelines shown in 

Table 3. It is important to note that the CA has the ability to identify a target timeline for 

completion that is reduced from these timelines. 

Table 3: Level of Service for CA Review of S. 28 Permit Applications 

Note: The timelines contained within this table have been developed as best-practices for CA 

staff. The timeline guideline is recommended as a client service target for CAs and represent a 

significant improvement to the timelines provided in the MNRF 2010 Guideline entitled “CA 

Roles and Responsibilities in Plan Review and Permitting”; the timeline guideline for major 

permits change from a total of 132 to 63 calendar days and for minor permits change from a 

total of 72 to 42 calendar days. All timelines presented exclude statutory holidays. 

Application  
Process Step 

Timeline  

Notification of complete 
application requirements for the 
purpose of review of the permit 
application by the CA, start of 
“paper trail” documentation, 
and discussion of timelines and 
fees – Pre-consultation 

 Major permit applications: Within 14 days of the pre-
consultation meeting. 

 Minor permit applications: Within 7 days of the pre-
consultation meeting. 

This will include confirmation of whether the application is 
considered major or minor, if the applicant has provided adequate 
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information (including the scope and scale of the work) for the CA 
to make that determination. Some CAs may choose to only notify 
applicants where the application is determined to be major. This 
eliminates unnecessary paperwork for minor applications while the 
process moves seamlessly to a decision.  
Substantial changes to a proposal or a site visit after pre-
consultation may impact this timeline. 

Notification whether the permit 
application is considered 
complete (i.e. it has met 
submission requirements) for 
the purpose of CA review 

 Major permit applications: Within 21 days of the 
application being received. 

 Minor permit applications: within 14 days of the 
application being received. Some CAs may choose to only 
notify applicants where the application is determined to be 
major. This eliminates unnecessary paperwork for minor 
applications while the process moves seamlessly to a 
decision.  

 Routine permit applications: within 10 days of the 
applications being received. Some CAs may choose to only 
notify applicants where the application is determined to be 
major. This eliminates unnecessary paperwork for minor 
applications while the process moves seamlessly to a 
decision. 

 Note that a CA may choose to issue a permit prior to the 
end of the 21 day period. In that case, no notification of 
complete application would be received.  

 Note that if the application is incomplete, the decision 
timeline does not begin.  

Decision (recommendation to 
approve or refer to a hearing) –  
Major application 

 Within 28 days after a complete application is received.  

 Within 30 additional business days upon each re-
submission.  

Decision (recommendation to 
approve or refer to a hearing) –  
Minor application 

 Within 21 days after a complete application is received. 

 15 additional days upon each re-submission. 

Decision (recommendation to 
approve or refer to a hearing) –  
Routine application 

 Within 14 days after a complete application is received.  

 7 additional days upon each re-submission 

 

If the CA has not made a decision with regard to an application made under S.28 within the 

appropriate timeframes noted above, the applicant may contact the senior CA staff serving as a 

‘client service facilitator’ for applications issue management first. If the applicant is not satisfied 

with the response from the client service facilitator, the applicant can submit a request for 

administrative review by the General Manager or Chief Administrative Officer, and then if not 
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satisfied, the CA Board. It should be noted that the review timelines may be affected by 

unexpected circumstances. Clear communication with the municipality and applicant is 

essential in these situations to establish expectations and new timelines. 

The costs associated with implementing the best practices can be recovered through CA fees. 

3.3 Summary of Best Practices 

Table 4 summarizes the best practices provided within this guideline to support the 

streamlining of CA review of planning and permit applications. It is divided into those best 

practices that support the CA review of planning applications or permitting applications or 

both.  It is important to refer to the sections identified for the full context and applicability of 

the practice. 

Table 4: Summary of Best Practices 

No. Summary of Best Practices 

Section 

CA Review of Planning Act Applications 

1.  The CA-Municipal MOU should include provisions to 
involve the CA in pre-consultation 

2.3.1 Pre-consultation 
for Planning 
Applications 

2.  The CA should work with the municipality to get CA 
technical checklists included as part of complete 
application requirements in municipal Official Plans 

2.4.1 Planning 
Application 
Submissions 

3.  The CA could request the municipality to: include a sign 
off sheet with the technical work to confirm that the 
work meets good practice and acceptable, current 
industry standards for technical studies and was 
completed by persons with relevant qualifications and 
experience.  

2.4.1 Planning 
Application 
Submissions 

4.  The CA-Municipal MOU should mutually establish service 
standards which should include the timelines for plan 
review applications  

3.1 Planning 
Application Timelines 

CA Review of applications made under S. 28 of the Conservation Authorities Act 

1.  The CA regulated area will be displayed as a separate 
data layer in the online screening map 

1.1 Online Screening 
Maps 

2.  The CA will ensure that an approved and updated 
screening map for the CA regulated area is available to 
watershed municipalities and the public. The updates 
will be done per the “Procedure for Updating Section 28 
Mapping: Development, Interference with Wetlands and 
Alterations to Shorelines and Watercourses 
Regulations”, endorsed by Conservation Ontario (April, 
2018).  

1.1 Online Screening 
Maps 
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No. Summary of Best Practices 

Section 

3.  The screening map will be searchable by municipal 
address.   

1.1 Online Screening 
Maps 

4.  The CA will make the mapping rationale available. 1.1 Online Screening 
Maps 

5.  The CA will have an agreement that includes a clear 
disclaimer statement. 

1.1 Online Screening 
Maps 

6.  CA websites and fee schedules should include plain 
language descriptions of the types of services and 
mapping provided by the CA. 

1.1 Online Screening 
Maps 

7.  The CA will define permit applications as “major”, 
“minor” or “routine” 

2.2.2 Permit 
Application Streams 

8.  The CA should try to ensure that the landowner or 
authorized agent is included in pre-consultation 
meetings or as a minimum receive correspondence 
regarding their application 

2.3.2 Pre-consultation 
for Permit Applications 

9.  The CA could require the applicant to: include a sign off 
sheet with the technical work to confirm that the work 
meets good practice and acceptable, current industry 
standards for technical studies and was completed by 
persons with relevant qualifications and experience. 

2.4.2 Permit 
Application Complete 
Submissions 

10.  The CA will make every effort to be consistent with the 
suggested process and timelines provided in the Ministry 
of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF) publication 
“Policies and Procedures for Conservation Authority Plan 
Review and Permitting Activities” (2010) and this CO 
guideline. 

3.2 Permit Application 
Timelines 

11.  The CA should reiterate the technical checklist for 
studies to applicants at the pre-consultation meeting 

2.5 Re-submission 

CA Review of Planning Act and S. 28 Applications 

1.  The CA will manage applications efficiently by: 

 Implementing an internal application tracking 
system.  

 Identifying a senior CA staff contact to be the 
‘client service facilitator’ for plan review 
and/or permit applications issue 
management. 

 The CA will prioritize applications for 
emergency works to respond to 
circumstances that pose a risk to life and/or 
property. The CA will note this in the local CA-
municipal MOU. 

2.1 Application 
Management 
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No. Summary of Best Practices 

Section 

2.  The CA will post all online decision support tools online 1. Online Decision 
Support Tools (and 1.1, 
1.2) 

3.  The CA will identify a senior CA staff serving as a ‘client 
service facilitator’ for planning and permit applications 
issue management 

2.1, 2.4.2, 3.2,  
Appendix B 

 

As reiterated throughout this guideline document, the costs associated with implementing the 

best practices can be recovered through CA fees. 

4. Performance Evaluation and Reporting 
Service information summaries, performance evaluations, and associated reporting strongly 

support transparency, process improvements and efficiency. Example report tables are 

provided below. Performance evaluation must be reported to the CA board. Most of the 

information should be included in public CA Annual Reports. It is recognized that CAs may need 

time to fully implement the suggested performance evaluation and reporting. Therefore a 2 

year a transition period is recommended. 

Service delivery and workload information summaries should be reported on a yearly basis 

including five year actuals. The summary should include a brief description of the program, and 

capture unusual increases, trends, or routine workloads. Table 5 provides an example of 

reporting on annual workloads. 

Table 5: Example of Reporting on Workload Actuals 

Applications/Inquiries 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 

Number of Permit 
applications 

101 108 221 165 202 

Number of Planning 
applications 

25 40 110 90 131 

Number of Landowner 
inquiries* (resulting in 
comments) 

51 57 34 60 45 

Number of Lawyer 
inquiries (resulting in 
comments) 

36 47 90 104 113 

Number of hearings      
*The CA can choose to further divide this into: no. of Property Inquiries, no. of Permit Inquiries 

The planning and permit review processes must be evaluated on a yearly basis using key 

performance indicators (KPIs) such as:  
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 Application review times (see Table 6). 

 Percent of target timelines that were achieved (see Table 7). 

 A summary of deferred or delayed applications, reported to the CA Board. 

 Identification of publicly available tools, agreements, policies that guide reviews and 

decision-making:  

o Online screening map  

o CA-Municipal MOUs or Technical Service Agreements 

o CA plan review and regulation approvals policies, procedures and guidelines 

o CA technical checklist for planning applications 

o CA complete application requirements for S. 28 permit applications 

o CA Fee schedules 

o CA Client Service Standards Commitment/Policy. 

 If available, client feedback on performance: responsiveness, cooperation, accessibility, 

issuance of clear guidance.  

Some CAs also provide staff time allocation tracking summaries by program (i.e. plan input vs 

plan review vs permit vs infrastructure/environmental assessments etc.), to support tracking 

review process performance, assist in supporting justification for fees, and to find process 

inefficiencies and efficiencies for staffing and resource allocation. The CA may choose to include 

this within their performance evaluation. 

Table 6: Example for Reporting on Permit Application Review Time 

Permit 
Application 

Stream 

No. of permit applications reviewed with decision in 2018 

Pre- 
Consultation 

within 21 days 

1-30 days 31-90 days > 90 days 

Routine 10 10 0 0 

Minor 7 58 0 0 

Major 15 3 40 0 
 

Table 7: Example for Reporting on Timelines Achieved 

Application Type Percent of Applications 

where the Timeline is 

Achieved  

Official Plan Amendments* 80% 

Zoning By-law Amendments* 72% 

Plans of Subdivision* 66% 
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Site Plan Control* 89% 

Consents (Severances)* 76% 

Minor Variances* 88% 

S. 28 Permits** 85% 

*Compare to planning application related timelines set in the CA-Municipal MOU 
**Compared to CA Level of Service timelines for S. 28 permit applications 

The costs associated with performance evaluation and reporting can be recovered through CA 

fees. 

Sources of Information 
 Provincial Direction: 

o Policies and Procedures for Conservation Authority Plan Review and Permitting 

Activities. Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry. 2010. 

 Conservation Ontario Council endorsed procedures: 

o Procedure for Updating Section 28 Mapping: Development, Interference with 

Wetlands and Alterations to Shorelines and Watercourses Regulations. 

Conservation Ontario Section 28 Regulations Committee. 2018 

 CA Policy and Procedural Manuals: 

o Planning and Development Procedural Manual. Toronto and Region 

Conservation Authority. 2010. 

o Plan Review Manual. Lower Trent Region Conservation Authority. March 2019. 

o Planning and Development Administrative Procedural Document. Credit Valley 

Conservation Authority. 2011. 

o Rules of Procedure for Permit Application Review and Approval in Accordance 

with Ontario Regulation 180/06 as amended by Ontario Regulation 63/13 made 

under Section 28 of the Conservation Authorities Act. Lakehead Region 

Conservation Authority. July 2018. 

o Ontario Regulation 163/06 Policy document. Lower Trent Region Conservation 

Authority. October 2018. 

 Performance Reporting: 

o CA Staff Report to Board on Customer Service Plan for the Planning and 

Regulations Program. Long Point Region Conservation Authority. June 17, 2017.  

 CA-Municipal Memoranda of Understanding 

o Memorandum of Understanding Between The Regional Municipality of Halton, 

City of Burlington, Town of Halton Hills, Town of Milton, Town of Oakville, Halton 

Region Conservation Authority, Credit Valley Conservation Authority, and Grand 

River Conservation Authority. For An Integrated Halton Area Planning System. 

July 16, 2018. 
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 Online Mapping Resources: 

o Lake Simcoe Region Conservation Authority.  Ontario Regulation 179/06 

Regulated Areas Mapping. Available at: 

https://maps.lsrca.on.ca/EH5Viewer/index.html?viewer=LSRCARegulations  
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Appendix A: Example - General Submission for a S. 28 Permit Application 
A signed and dated Application for Permit form (complete with the applicant’s contact 
information) should be submitted, along with the other applicable information. This application 
can be submitted either in digital or hard copy. If the property owner is not applying, then 
obtain a letter from the property owner identifying that the applicant can act as the agent. The 
scale and complexity of the proposal will determine which of the studies, reports or design 
drawings will be needed for the application. A listing of potential studies that may be required 
can be found in the downloadable document provided below [insert link from the CA website]. 
The level of detail required for most of the studies and reports can vary widely depending on 
the property and the proposal. In some situations, a single-page letter from a qualified expert 
will be sufficient, while in other cases a major study will be necessary. 
 
Permission to Develop  
A signed application may contain, but is not limited to the following information:  

 4 copies of a plan of the area showing the type and location of the development  

 the proposed use of the buildings and structures following completion of the 
development;  including clarification of municipal or private services (before and after 
development)  

 the approximate start and completion dates of the development  

 the elevations of existing buildings, if any, and grades and the proposed elevations of 
buildings and grades after development 

  access/egress on the plan (before and after development) 

 drainage details before and after development  

 a complete description of the type of fill proposed to be placed or dumped  

 signed land owner authorization for the CA to enter the property*  

 technical studies/plans as required to meet the regulatory provisions of CA Act S.28**.  

 submission of the prescribed fee set by the CA for review of the application.  
 
Permission to Alter  
A CA may grant a person permission to straighten, change, divert, or interfere with an existing 
channel of a river, creek, stream, or watercourse or to change or interfere with a wetland. A 
signed application may contain, but is not limited to the following information:  

 4 copies of a plan of the area showing plan view and cross-section details of the 
proposed alteration  

 a description of the methods and equipment to be used in carrying out the alteration 
and access/egress to do the work if applicable 

 the start and completion dates of the alteration  

 a statement of the purpose of the alteration  

 signed land owner authorization for the CA to enter the property  

 technical studies/plans as required to meet the regulatory provisions of CA Act S.28** 

 submission of the prescribed fee set by the CA for review of the application.  
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*May not be applicable for works completed under the Drainage Act-see Drainage Act and 
Conservation Authorities Act Protocol for more details. 
** These should include a sign off sheet with the technical work to confirm that the work meets 
good practice and acceptable, current industry standards for technical studies and was 
completed by persons with relevant qualifications and experience.  
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Appendix B: Example - Client Service Delivery Charter for CA Plan and 

Permit Review Program  
We aim to provide a high standard of effective and efficient service to all of our customers of the plan and 
permit review program. This charter explains our service commitment. 
 
Who are our customers? 
• clients of plan and permit application review program including watershed residents, legal staff, real estate 

staff, engineering and consultants 
• municipal and  provincial governments 
 
Our commitment to our customers. We will: 
• provide customer service that is timely, welcoming and helpful 
• provide knowledgeable, professional and courteous service 
• treat you with respect, fairness, openness and equality 
• ensure it is easy and convenient to contact us 
• identify a CA staff as the ‘client service facilitator’ for issue management 
• maintain customer confidentiality and abide by all privacy legislation 
• work to provide accessible services and to the provision of alternate formats, consistent with the 

Accessibility Standards for Customer Service  
• ensure our customer service locations are safe and healthy environments 
 
Our customer service standards. We will: 
• answer telephone calls to our main reception in person whenever possible during office hours; outside of 

office hours or when it is not possible to answer a call in person, ensure that messages are forwarded to 
appropriate staff within two business days 

• ensure all staff provide a courteous and accurate voicemail greeting indicating when they will be available 
to respond to messages 

• acknowledge receipt of mail, voicemail and email within two business day 
• explain our processes  
• review S. 8 applications per timelines specified in the Client Service Standards and planning applications 

per the CA-Municipal MOU 
• keep customers informed of timelines and explain if there will be a delay 
• post notice of service disruptions on our website and telephone system 
• respect our customers' time by keeping scheduled appointments, and strive to attend to general queries 

from customers without appointments within two business days 
• use plain language wherever possible, and provide more detail or explanation when asked 
• post screening tools online including CA regulated area maps, policies, procedures and guidelines, technical 

checklist for planning applications, complete application requirements for S. 28 permit applications, fee 
policies and schedules, Client Service Standards 

 
Continuous improvement. We will: 
• ensure that all customers have the opportunity to provide feedback on the service received through a CA 

feedback form 
• monitor feedback and review performance regularly, and provide an annual report to our customers via our 

website 
• review our commitments and standards annually 
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What we expect from our customers. We ask that you please: 
• Participate in pre-consultation meetings 
• Provide quality technical submissions and complete applications 
• Provide requested information or technical resubmissions in a timely fashion 
• behave courteously towards our staff and other customers 
• be respectful of posted rules including those regarding parking, smoking and pets 
• respect our 'no gifts' policy 
Approved by the CA Board of Directors. 
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The Otonabee Region Conservation Authority 
250 Milroy Drive, Peterborough, ON   K9H 7M9 
Phone: 705-745-5791 Fax: 705-745-7488 
Email: otonabeeca@otonabee.com    Website: www.otonabee.com 

Title: Customer Service Policy Resolution #: 85/14 

Approval:  Board of Directors  

Program Area: Corporate Services Issue Date:   November 27, 2014 

Date of Last Revision:    

Policy Statement:    
The Otonabee Region Conservation Authority (ORCA) is committed to providing our customers with 
consistently high levels of customer service. 

Application:    
This Policy will be implemented in conjunction with ORCA’s Accessible Customer Service Policy and the 
Ontario Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. 

Guiding Principles: 
• ORCA staff shall ensure that its products and services meet a consistently high standard of

quality.
• ORCA staff shall provide service in a professional, polite and helpful manner, while ensuring

that all interactions are conducted with integrity, discretion and respect.
• ORCA staff shall ensure that customer information collected by ORCA will be held in strict

confidence and will be subject to the Ontario Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection
of Privacy Act.

• ORCA staff will take responsibility for the quality and accuracy of our work.

Procedures:   
Under normal circumstances, ORCA staff members will acknowledge all phone calls and email 
messages within 1 business day and provide a full response in a timely manner, normally within 15 
business days. If a technically complicated or more comprehensive response requires additional time, 
ORCA staff will make every effort to identify an appropriate response date. 

ORCA values customer feedback and will address all comments, suggestions and concerns. ORCA will 
ensure that customers are provided with appropriate feedback mechanisms in a variety of manners 
such as availability of a feedback form on ORCA’s website and at the administrative office building and 
conservation area gatehouses. ORCA will acknowledge the receipt of feedback in an appropriate 
manner. 
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ORCA staff will keep their voice mail and email up to date to ensure that both staff and the public are 
aware of their availability. 

Related Policies: 
• Accessible Customer Service Policy
• Employment Policies
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  Report #: 2020-070 
December 9, 2020 

Page 1 

  
 
TO:  Chair and Members of the Board  
 
FROM:  Dan Marinigh, CAO/Secretary-Treasurer 
 
MEETING DATE:  December 17, 2020 
 
SUBJECT:  Amendments to the Conservation Authorities Act 
 
PURPOSE: 
To inform the Board about the amendments to the Conservation Authorities Act. 
 
RECOMMENDED MOTION: 
  

1) Resolved, That Report Number 2020-070 titled "Amendments to the Conservation Authorities 
Act" be received for information. 

 

BACKGROUND:     

Amendments to the Conservation Authorities Act were included in the Building Better Communities 
and Conserving Watersheds Act, 2017. Additional amendments were included in the More Homes, 
More Choices Act, 2019. While some of the amendments came into affect at the time the legislation 
received Royal Assent, many of the amendments were left un-proclaimed. 

On November 5, 2020, Bill 229, Protect, Support and Recover from COVID-19 Act (Budget Measures), 
2020 was tabled for first reading. Schedule 6 of Bill 229 included additional amendments to the 
Conservation Authorities Act.  

DISCUSSION:  

Over the last month there has been broadly based opposition to the proposed amendments to the 
Conservation Authorities Act and a request that the Schedule 6 be withdrawn.  

However, Bill 229 has now received Royal Assent. A small number of amendments come into force 
with Royal Assent, the balance will come into force on a later date to be proclaimed by the Lieutenant 
Governor. 

Attached as Appendix A is a list of the amendments and some commentary on the implications to 
Otonabee Conservation. 

Implementation: 

The province has indicated that supporting regulations and policies that would allow for various 
amendments to be proclaimed will be posted in the coming months. In the interim there may be some 
confusion amongst the public about the status of the amendments and their applicability, especially 
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those amendments affecting permitting, appeals and compliance.  

Implementation of the amendments into the day to day operations of the Authority is a fairly 
significant change management challenge that could go on for up to two years. The known scope of 
work includes: 

1. Amending the Authority’s Governance By-laws to bring them in line with the new legislative 
requirements dealing with governance matters. 

2. Developing operating procedures and undertaking staff training associated with the new 
enforcement provisions, including entry without warrant, stop work orders and offences. 

3. Negotiating agreements with member municipalities for non-mandated municipal program and 
services (i.e. plan review MOUs, RMO, etc.). 

4. Negotiating agreements with member municipalities for municipal funding to recover costs for 
municipal and other programs and services.  

5. Reviewing and updating fee schedules and developing procedures to respond to requests for 
reconsideration of a fee. 

6. Developing operating procedures and staff training to be able to respond to the new provisions 
for appealing a permit and for issuing a permit where a Minister’s Zoning Order applies. 

7. Rolling out a significant public outreach and communications initiative to describe the changes. 
 

ANALYSIS: 
Contributes to the Advancement of the following Strategic Goals: 

☐Safeguard people and property from flooding and other natural hazards  
☐Contribute to the maintenance of a healthy and resilient natural environment 
☐Provide recreational opportunities in the natural environment 
☐Build awareness and understanding of the value of the natural environment 

 ☒Supports organizational excellence  
 
Budget and Financial Implications: 

☐Can be implemented within the approved budget 
☒Dependent on receipt of external sources of funding 
☐Will require an adjustment to the approved budget 

 
 
 
 
 

__________________________ 
Prepared by:  Dan Marinigh, CA/Secretary-Treasurer 
 
Attachments: Appendix A – List of Amendments 
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Description of Amendments Comments 

Existing aboriginal or treaty rights - Inclusion of an aboriginal and 
treaty rights non-abrogation clause. 

 

Municipal appointments - Provisions for municipal appointments are 
further amended to ensure that at least 70% of a municipality’s 
appointees are selected from their councillors. A municipality can apply 
to the Minister to have that percentage reduced.   

The powers to define in regulation minimum qualifications for a 
member of the Board have been repealed.  

Unless a municipality seeks Minister’s approval to have the percentage 
reduced all of Authority’s member municipalities would be required to 
appoint a member of council.  

 

Member from agricultural sector - The Minister is given the authority 
to appoint an additional member to a conservation authority to 
represent the agricultural sector. Further amendments limit the voting 
powers of such a representative (can’t vote on a decision to enlarge, 
amalgamate or dissolve an authority or on budgetary matters 
presented at a meeting). 

It is assumed that agricultural sector representatives would apply 
through the Public Appointments Secretariat. Voting privileges are 
limited. Such appointments would be entitled to receive per diems. 
Such appointments would not meet the requirements for appointment 
as chair or vice-chair 

Duties of members - The duties of a member are restored. Every 
member of an authority shall act honestly and in good faith with a view 
to furthering the objects of the authority. 

Supports generally accepted principle that members hold a fiduciary 
duty to the Board. This now aligns with best management practice in 
good governance. 

Agenda & minutes - Meeting agendas to be available to the public 
before a meeting takes place and that minutes of meetings be available 
to the public within 30 days following a meeting. 

Current governance by-laws already require this. 

Term of chair & vice-chair - The term of appointment for a chair or 
vice-chair is further amended. A chair or vice-chair shall hold office for 
a term of one year and shall serve for no more than two consecutive 
terms.  

Appointments must rotate amongst participating municipalities, a 
member from a specific municipality can not be appointed to succeed 

This will require a change to the practice at the Authority. 
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Description of Amendments Comments 

an outgoing chair or vice-chair appointed by the same municipality. The 
Minister may grant permission to appoint a chair or vice-chair for a 
term of more than one year or to hold office for more than two 
consecutive years or waive the rotating provision 

Objects – the objects of a conservation authority are to provide the 
mandatory, municipal or other programs and services required or 
permitted under the Act and regulations.  

Previously the objects of an authority were to undertake programs and 
services designed to further the conservation, restoration, 
development and management of natural resources.  

Powers of authorities - amendments to the powers of an Authority 
include altering the power to enter onto land without the permission 
of the owner and removing the power to expropriate land. 

 

Municipal programs & services - Allows authorities to enter into 
agreements with participating municipalities to provide programs and 
services on behalf of the municipalities. The pre-condition of “subject 
to the regulations” has been removed. 

 

Other programs & services - Allows authorities to provide such other 
programs and services as it determines are advisable to further the 
purposes of the Act. The pre-condition of “subject to the regulations” 
has been removed. 

 

Agreements - An authority is required to enter into agreements with 
the participating municipalities in its jurisdiction if any municipal 
funding is needed to recover costs for the programs or services 
provided under section 21.1.2 (i.e. other program and services). A 
transition plan shall be developed by an authority to prepare for 
entering into agreements relating to the recovery of costs. All 
programs and services must be provided in accordance with any 
prescribed standards and requirements. 

This appears to be a continuation of an amendment previously 
adopted but not yet proclaimed. MECP staff advise that the current 
expectation is that agreements must be in place for the end of 
December 2021. Subject to the availability of the prescribed 
regulations the Authority should be able to meet this deadline. 
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Reconsideration of fees for permit application - Allows a person who 
is charged a fee for a program or service provided by an authority to 
apply to the authority to reconsider the fee. An authority is required to 
make a decision upon reconsideration of a fee within 30 days. Further, 
the amendments allow a person to appeal the decision to the Local 
Planning Appeal Tribunal or to bring the matter directly to the Tribunal 
if the authority fails to render a decision within 30 days. 

The Authority currently has a policy that allows for the reconsideration 
of a fee. Revisions to the current policy and procedures may be 
required. The Authority will have to plan for the likelihood of some 
requests advancing to the Local Planning Appeal Tribunal. 

Depending on the number and success rate of appeals this may result 
in the cost of work performed by the Authority not being recoverable. 

The Authority will have to review the current fee schedule to ensure 
that it has been developed in accordance with any new regulatory 
requirements and by extension is defensible. 

Minister’s order - Allows the Minister to take certain actions after 
reviewing a report on an investigation into an authority’s operations. 
The Minister may order the authority to do anything to prevent or 
remedy non-compliance with the Act. 

This appears to be an expansion of powers previously provided to the 
Minister. 

Appointment of administrator - The Minister may also recommend 
that the Lieutenant Governor in Council appoint an administrator to 
take over the control and operations of the authority. 

This appears to be an expansion of powers previously provided to the 
Minister. 

Permits within a Minister’s Zoning Order – This is a new amendment 
introduced in committee and replaces the previous proposal to enable 
the Minister to issue a Minister’s permit. 

Where a permit is required in an area covered by a Minister’s Zoning 
Order and the area is not within the Greenbelt an authority is required 
to issue a permit and may include conditions on the permit. The 
applicant may appeal the conditions to the Minister for a review or to 
LTAP. 

In addition the authority is required to enter into an agreement with 
the applicant and potentially others that sets out “ actions or 
requirements that the holder of the permission must complete or 

The Authority has very little experience in developing compensation 
type agreements. Costs for developing and monitoring implementation 
of agreements are at this time not fully recoverable.  
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satisfy in order to compensate for ecological impacts” that may result 
from the development. Development cannot begin until such an 
agreement has been entered into. 

Appeal of permits - The Act currently allows a person who applied to a 
conservation authority for a permit to appeal that decision to the 
Minister if the authority has refused the permit or issued it subject to 
conditions. This section has been repealed and replaced with 
provisions that allow the applicant to choose to seek a review of the 
authority’s decision by the Minister or, if the Minister does not conduct 
such a review, to appeal the decision to the Local Planning Appeal 
Tribunal within 90 days after the decision is made. In either case the 
Minister or LPAT may confirm or vary the decision of the authority. 

Furthermore, if the authority fails to make a decision with respect to an 
application within 120 days after the application is submitted, the 
applicant may appeal the application directly to the Tribunal. 

These amendments provide two pathways for an applicant to appeal a 
decision of an Authority to deny a permit or the conditions on a permit. 
One is to ask the Minister to review the decision; the other is to appeal 
directly to the Local Planning Appeal Tribunal. Appeals brought through 
these processes will create a workload for the Authority that does not 
have an offsetting cost recovery mechanism. 

It has been many years (10+ years) since Otonabee Conservation last 
received a request to appeal a decision to deny a permit or to 
reconsider the conditions of a permit. This is likely to change and the 
Authority can expect to receive a small number of appeals annually 
with an associated increase in workload and costs. 

Minister’s permit - Allows the Minister to order a conservation 
authority not to issue a permit to engage in an activity that, without 
the permit, would be prohibited under section 28 of the Act. After 
making such an order the Minister may issue the permit instead of the 
conservation authority. 

Should the Minister decide to use these powers it is uncertain what 
role the Authority will have with respect to the specific project. 

Appeal permit cancellation – A decision of a conservation authority to 
cancel a permit or to make another decision under subsection 28.3 (5) 
to be appealed by the permit holder to the Local Planning Appeal 
Tribunal. 

It is not known when the Authority last cancelled a permit. 

Entry without warrant - Sets out revised circumstances (permit 
application and compliance) in which an officer may enter land within 
the area of jurisdictions of an authority.  

These are minor and non-substantive changes.  
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Stop work order – These powers have been further amended. The 
proposal to remove these powers has been replaced with conditions 
for their use including when an authority “has reasonable grounds to 
believe”.   

Staff training and organizational procedures will be required before 
these powers are used. There are capacity implications to exercising 
this tool. 

Offences – new offences have been added including contravening 
conditions of mandatory permissions/permits and stop work orders. 

Staff training will be required before these powers are used. 

Delegation – provides the Minister the power to delegate any of his or 
her powers or duties under the Act to an employee in the Ministry, 
other than the power to make a regulation under the Act 

 

Annual Audit – requirement that accounts be audited annually by a 
person licenced under the Public Accounting Act, 2004, that the annual 
audit is prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting 
principles for local governments recommended by the Public Sector 
Accounting Board and that audited statements be posted on the 
Authority’s website. 

This is our current practice 

Appeal body - Throughout the legislation all references to the Mining 
and Lands Commissioner has been replaced with the Local Planning 
Appeal Tribunal 

 

Regulations – new LGIC and Minister regulation powers have been 
provided 

 

Public Body - Subsection 1(2) of the Planning Act was further 
amended. The proposal to remove Conservation Authorities as a public 
body under the legislation has been replaced with limitations on the 
definition of public body in certain circumstances. A conservation 
authority will not be a public body for the purposes of appealing or 
being party to certain matters before the LPAT unless the appeal 

Some of the larger GTA conservation authorities have in the past 
appealed decisions. Otonabee Conservation has not previously done 
this, but staff have been called to LTAP (previously OMB) as a witness.  

It is uncertain whether this change would remove the Authority’s 
ability to appeal a decision that adversely affects land that it owns. 
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relates to a “prescribed natural hazard” or the conservation authority 
was the applicant for a consent. 

Commencement – provides provisions that would come into force with 
Royal Assent which now include permits in a zoning order, and certain 
provisions from earlier amendments. The balance will be proclaimed at 
a later date. 
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  Page 1 

 

 
TO:  Chair and Members of the Board  

FROM:  Dan Marinigh, CAO/ Secretary-Treasurer 

MEETING DATE:  December 17, 2020 

SUBJECT:  Correspondence   

PURPOSE: 

The purpose of this report is to provide the Board with copies of significant correspondence received 
since the last Board meeting. 

 

RECOMMENDED MOTION: 

1) Resolved, That Board Report Number 2020-071 “Correspondence” be received for information. 

 

DISCUSSION:  

This report includes the following items: 

1) Otonabee Conservation Correspondence to Premier Ford, et al, re: Bill 229, November 24, 2020 

2) Email letter from M. Hunt, Kawartha Park Cottagers Association to Dave Smith, MPP re: Budget Bill 
229, November 26, 2020. 

3) Email letter from Dave Smith, MPP to M. Hunt, Kawartha Park Cottagers Association, re: Response 
to Letter re: Budget Bill 229, November 26, 2020 

4) Letter from D. Hevenor, Nottawasaga Valley CA to Legislative Assembly of Ontario Standing 
Committee on Finance and Economic Affairs, re: Provincial Bill 229, November 27, 2020 

5) Email from Premier Doug Ford to Otonabee Conservation re: Response to Otonabee Conservation 
Letter regarding Budget Bill 229, November 30, 2020 

6) Letter from the Township of Cavan Monaghan to Legislative Assembly of Ontario, re: Bill 229, 
December 1, 2020 

7) Letter from the Municipality of Trent Hills to Premier Ford, re: Bill 229, December 7, 2020 

8) Letter from the Township of Douro-Dummer to Premier Ford, re: Bill 229, December 7, 2020 
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ANALYSIS: 

Contributes to the Advancement of the following Strategic Goals: 
☐Safeguard people and property from flooding and other natural hazards  
☐Contribute to the maintenance of a healthy and resilient natural environment 
☐Provide recreational opportunities in the natural environment 
☐Build awareness and understanding of the value of the natural environment 
☒Supports organization excellence  

 
Budget and Financial Implications: 

☒Can be implemented within the approved budget 
☐Dependent on receipt of external sources of funding 
☐Will require an adjustment to the approved budget 

 
 
 

_____________________ 
Prepared by:  Dan Marinigh, CAO/Secretary-Treasurer 
 
Attachments:  Appendix A – Correspondence  
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vii. Require Permitting and Activity Performance Reports to be brought before
Conservation Authority Boards in open session on a regular basis;

viii. Require that comments from CAs during a pre-consultation contain a list
of the necessary studies that will be required based on the application
submitted, limiting supplementary studies to those that are a result of
findings from initial studies; and

ix. Create an independent permit appeal process. Under the current system,
appeals go back to the Conservation Authority Board and/or Executive
Committee, who are too close to remain independent.

2. That a copy of the written submission be sent to the Premier of Ontario, the
Minister of Finance, the Minister of Environment Conservation & Parks, the
Minister of Municipal Affairs & Housing, the Minister of Natural Resources &
Forestry, appropriate local MPP's, Otonabee Region Conservation Authority,
Kawartha Conservation Authority, Ganaraska Conservation Authority,
Conservation Ontario, Peterborough County and area municipalities.

Yours truly, 

�A�

Elana Arthurs 
Clerk 
Township of Cavan Monaghan 

988 County Rd 10 

Millbrook, Ontario LOA lGO 

www.cavanmonaghan.net 

Phone: 705-932-2929

Fax: 705-932-3458
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Come for a visit. Stay for a lifestyle. 

December 7, 2020 
	

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 

Premier of Ontario 
Honorable Doug Ford 
Legislative Building 
1 Queen's Park, 
TORONTO, ON M7A 1A1 

Re: - Bill 229, Protect, Support and Recover from COVID 19 Act — Schedule 6— Conservation  
Authorities Act 

At the December 1, 2020 meeting of Council, correspondence dated November 16, 2020 was 
received from Rhonda Bateman, CAO/Secretary-Treasurer re: Bill 229 Protect, Support and 
Recover from COVID-19 Act and the following resolution was passed: 

Motion No. THC-201201-22 

Moved by Councillor Ken Tully 
Seconded by Councillor Gene Brahaney 

Whereas the Province has introduced Bill 229, Protect, Support and Recover from COVID 19 Act - 
Schedule 6 — Conservation Authorities Act; 
:Whereas the Legislation introduces a number of changes and new sections that could remove 
and/or significantly hinder the conservation authorities' role in regulating development, permit appeal 
process and engaging in review and appeal of planning applications; 

Whereas municipalities rely on the watershed expertise provided by local conservation authorities to 
protect residents, property and local natural resources on a watershed basis by regulating 
development and engaging in reviews of applications submitted under the Planning Act; 

Whereas the changes allow the Minister to make decisions without Conservation Authority (CA) 
watershed data and expertise; 

Whereas the Legislation suggests that the Minister will have the ability to establish standards and 
requirements for non-mandatory programs which are negotiated between the conservation 
authorities and municipalities to meet local watershed needs; 

Whereas municipalities require a longer transition time to put in place agreements with conservation 
authorities for non-mandatory programs; 

../2 
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Whereas municipalities believe that the appointment of municipal representatives on CA Boards 
should be a municipal decision; and the Chair and Vice Chair of the CA Board should be duly 
elected; 

Whereas the changes to the 'Duty of Members' contradicts the fiduciary duty of a CA board member 
to represent the best interests of the conservation authority and its responsibility to the watershed; 

Whereas conservation authorities have already been working with the Province, development sector 
and municipalities to streamline and speed up permitting and planning approvals through 
Conservation Ontario's Client Service and Streamlining Initiative; 

Whereas changes to the legislation will create more red tape and costs for the conservation 
authorities, and their municipal partners, and potentially result in delays in the development approval 
process; 

And Whereas municipalities value and rely on the natural habitats and water resources within our 
jurisdiction for the health and well-being of residents; municipalities value the conservation 
authorities' work to prevent and manage the impacts of flooding and other natural hazards; and 
municipalities value the conservation authority's work to ensure safe drinking water; 

Now Therefore be it resolved that the Municipality of Trent Hills respectfully requests: 

• That the Province of Ontario withdraw Schedule 6 from Bill 229; 
• That the Province of Ontario continue to work with conservation authorities to find workable 

solutions to reduce red tape and create conditions for growth; 
• That the Province of Ontario respect the current conservation authority/municipal 

relationships; 
• That the Province of Ontario embrace their long-standing partnership with the conservation 

authorities and provide them with the tools and financial resources they require to effectively 
implement their watershed management role. 

And that Doug Ford, Premier of Ontario; Jeff Yurek, Minister of Environment, Conservation and 
Parks; Steve Clark, Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing; John Yakabuski, Minister of Natural 
Resources and Forestry; Rod Phillips, Minster of Finance; David Piccini, MPP Northumberland-
Peterborough South; Lower Trent Conservation, Crowe Valley Conservation and Otonabee 
Conservation be advised of Council's decision under the Mayor's signature. 

Sincere' 

AMA_ 
sifif rate, Mayor 

E-mail — bob.cratetrenthills.ca  
RC/se n 

cc: Lower Trent Conservation Authority 
Crowe Valley Conservation Authority 
Otonabee Conservation Authority 

Carried. 
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Township of Douro-Dummer 
894 South Street 
PO Box 92 
Warsaw ON K0L 3A0 

www.dourodummer.on.ca 

Administration Department 

Martina Chait-Hartwig, 
Temp. Chief Administrative 
Officer 

Ph 705-652-8392 Ext. 210 
F 705-652-5044 
martinac@dourodummer.on.ca 

December 7, 2020 

Honourable Doug Ford 
Premier of Ontario 
Legislative Building 
Queen’s Park 
Toronto, Ontario M7A 1A1 

Dear Honourable Doug Ford: 

Re: Bill 229: Protect, Support and Recover from COVID-19 Act (Budget 
Measures), 2020 Schedule 6 – Conservation Authorities Act 

At the regular meeting of the Council of the Township of Douro-Dummer held on 
December 1, 2020, Council received the attached letter from the Otonabee Region 
Conservation Authority dated November 24, 2020 regarding Bill 229: Protect, Support 
and Recover from COVID-19 Act (Budget Measures), 2020 Schedule 6 – Conservation 
Authorities Act. In response, Council passed the following Resolution: 

Resolution Number 437-2020 
Moved by: Councillor Watt     Seconded by: Deputy Mayor Moher 

That the letter from the Otonabee Region Conservation Authority requesting that 
the government remove Schedule 6 from Bill 229 - "Conservation Authorities Act" 
be received and supported.                        Carried 

Bill 229, Schedule 6 substantially impacts the relationship between conservation 
authorities and municipalities, which plays a fundamental role in preserving the natural 
environment. The hope is that collectively, the Province, conservation authorities and 
municipalities can work together to find a suitable solution that fosters growth and 
sustainability. 

If you require anything further, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Sent via Email Only 
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Sincerely, 

Martina Chait-Hartwig 
Temporary C.A.O. 

CC: 
Honourable Rod Phillips, Minister of Finance 
Honourable Jeff Yurek, Minister of Environment, Conservation and Parks 
Honourable John Yakabuski, Minister of Natural Resources & Forestry 
Honourable Steve Clark, Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing 
M.P.P. Dave Smith, Peterborough-Kawartha
Otonabee Region Conservation Authority
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Page: 1 

 
 
TO:  Chair and Members of the Board  
 
FROM:  Karen Halley, Communications & Marketing Coordinator 
 
MEETING DATE:  December 17, 2020 
 
SUBJECT:  Media Coverage and Highlights  

PURPOSE: 

The purpose of this report is to provide the Board with a summary of media coverage and highlights of 
online and social media communications since the last board meeting. 

RECOMMENDED MOTION: 

1) Resolved, That Report Number 2020-072 titled “Media Coverage and Highlights” and associated 
“Appendix A: Communications and Media Summary – Nov-Dec 2020” be received for 
information. 

ANALYSIS: 

Contributes to the Advancement of the following Strategic Goals: 
☐Safeguard people and property from flooding and other natural hazards  
☐Contribute to the maintenance of a healthy and resilient natural environment 
☒Provide recreational opportunities in the natural environment 
☒Build awareness and understanding of the value of the natural environment 

 ☒Supports organizational excellence  
 
Budget and Financial Implications: 

☒Can be implemented within the approved budget 
☐Dependent on receipt of external sources of funding 
☐Will require an adjustment to the approved budget 

 
_______________________________________ 
Prepared by:  Karen Halley | Communications & Marketing Coordinator 

___________________________________ 
Reviewed by:  Dan Marinigh | CAO/Secretary-Treasurer 
 
Attachments: Appendix A - Communications and Media Summary – Nov-Dec 2020 
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Communications and Media Summary | November 12 – December 8, 2020 
 
Media Summary 
 
MEDIA RELEASE | November 12, 2020 
Low Water Status returns to normal after five months of drought conditions 
 
Peterborough Examiner | November 12, 2020 
Five-month drought is over in Peterborough area 
 
Lakefield Herald | November 13, 2020 
Otonabee Conservation plants over 1,500 native trees in Selwyn 
 
MEDIA RELEASE Conservation Ontario | November 11, 2020 
Changes to Conservation Authorities Act Trigger Red Flags for Conservation Ontario 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Peterborough Examiner via Hamilton Spectator| November 13, 2020 
Don’t give free rein to Ontario’s developers 
 

 
 
MEDIA RELEASE - Conservation Ontario | November 18, 2020 
Province tying Conservation Authorities up in red tape | Repeal Schedule 6 
 
MEDIA RELEASE | November 20, 2020 
Trees planted at Brock Mission in support of those in need in our community 
 
Lakefield Herald | November 20, 2020 
Otonabee Region Conservation Authority to repair Warsaw Dams 
 
Lakefield Herald | November 20, 2020 
Low water status returns to normal in the Otonabee Region watershed 
 
Website News Item | November 24, 2020 
Repairs to Jackson Creek Trail 
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https://www.otonabeeconservation.com/changes-to-conservation-authorities-act-trigger-red-flags-for-conservation-ontario/
https://www.thepeterboroughexaminer.com/ths/opinion/editorials/2020/11/13/dont-give-free-rein-to-ontarios-developers.html
https://www.otonabeeconservation.com/province-tying-conservation-authorities-up-in-red-tape-repeal-schedule-6/
https://www.otonabeeconservation.com/otonabee-conservation-and-td-collaborate-with-the-brock-mission-to-plant-trees-in-support-of-those-in-need-in-our-community/
https://www.otonabeeconservation.com/repairs-to-jackson-creek-trail/
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Otonabee Conservation Board of Director’s Letter | November 24, 2020 
Letter to Province Strongly urging the Government to remove schedule 6 from bill 229 
 
Website News Item | November 25, 2020 
Giving Tuesday | After Black Friday and Cyber Monday is Giving Tuesday. Join the movement to give 
back! 
 
Peterborough Examiner | November 26, 2020 
Canadian Canoe Museum wants to build new museum at Johnson Park 
 
Peterborough Examiner | November 27, 2020 
Peterborough Letter: Environmental protections are under attack by the Province 
 
Peterborough Examiner | November 27, 2020 
Township considers change for Lakefield campground 
 
Website News Item | November 27, 2020 
Road salt practices that will protect your wallet and the environment 
 
Peterborough Examiner | December 1, 2020 
Peterborough Council approves new apartment projects 
 
CHEX Global | December 2, 2020 
Interview with Board of Director’s Chair, Andy Mitchell regarding Schedule 6, Bill 229 
 
Peterborough Examiner | December 4, 2020 
Peterborough Letter: Pandemic is no reason to forget the environment 
 
MEDIA RELEASE – Conservation Ontario | December 5, 2020 
Changes fall short of addressing Conservation Authorities’ concerns 
 
 

Visit the Conservation Ontario website for a comprehensive list of media communications from across 
the Province regarding Schedule 6 of Bill 229 and proposed changes to the Conservation Authorities 
Act.  
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https://www.otonabeeconservation.com/letter-to-province-strongly-urging-the-government-to-remove-schedule-6-from-bill-229/
https://www.otonabeeconservation.com/giving-tuesday-2020/
https://www.otonabeeconservation.com/giving-tuesday-2020/
https://www.thepeterboroughexaminer.com/news/peterborough-region/2020/11/26/canadian-canoe-museum-wants-to-build-new-museum-at-johnson-park-in-peterborough.html
https://www.thepeterboroughexaminer.com/opinion/letters-to-the-editors/2020/11/27/peterborough-letter-environmental-protections-are-under-attack-by-the-province.html
https://www.thepeterboroughexaminer.com/news/peterborough-region/2020/11/22/township-considers-change-for-lakefield-campground.html
https://www.otonabeeconservation.com/best-road-salt-practices/
https://www.thepeterboroughexaminer.com/news/council/2020/11/30/peterborough-council-approves-new-apartment-condo-projects.html
https://globalnews.ca/video/rd/638e0bba-34d1-11eb-bae9-0242ac110006/?jwsource=cl
https://www.thepeterboroughexaminer.com/opinion/letters-to-the-editors/2020/12/04/peterborough-letter-pandemic-is-no-reason-to-forget-environment.html
https://www.otonabeeconservation.com/changes-fall-short-of-addressing-conservation-authorities-concerns/
https://conservationontario.ca/policy-priorities/conservation-authorities-act/support-for-conservation-authorities
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Social & Online Media Highlights 

 
Facebook | @otonabeec | Summary:  +12 Followers (1,951 total) |  57 Posts | Post Reach 
3,428| Post Engagements 597   

Post Reach = number of people who had our posts on their screen 
Post Engagement = number of times that people engaged with post through likes, comments, shares and more  

 
 
Top Facebook Post 
789 People Reached  
54 Engagements 
7 Likes, comments & shares  
47 Post Clicks 
…and rising! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Twitter | @otonabeec | Summary: +29 Followers! (348 total) |46 Tweets | 607 Impressions / 
Day | 15.9K Total Impressions (up 60%!) | 

22 Mentions | Engagement Rate 1.5% | 
55 link clicks, 35 Retweets, 77 Likes 
Impressions = number of times users saw the 
tweet | Engagement Rate = Engagements / 
Impressions | Engagements = number of times 
user has interacted with a tweet (click, share, 
reply, follow)Tweet  
2,195 Impressions  
54 Total Engagements 
7 Link clicks 
9 Retweets 
10 Likes 
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Instagram |@otonabeec Summary: +15 Followers | 1 Stories Posts | 73 Profile Visits | 508 
Impressions | 102 reach Reach = number of unique accounts that have seen a post | Engagement = the 
number of times our post was  liked, saved and commented on | Impressions = Number of times users saw a 
post 

 
 
   
 
 
Top Instagram Post - Stories 
102 Reached 
508 Impressions 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Web | otonabeeconservation.com  
 

Summary: 6,482 page views | +2,504 New Users | Majority of users are from Peterborough (20.99%) 
(up 7.3% from last month), followed by Toronto (16.74%)  
 
Top visited pages 

1. /(home page)        268 views 
2. / camping-outdoor-recreation/warsaw-caves   132 views 
3. /outdoor-recreation/activities/hunting/          96 views 
4. /camping-outdoor-recreation/Harold-town       61 views 
5. /about-us/staff          51 views 

 
(Google Analytics) 
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